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MARXISM AND THE STATE

[38]

more precisely:

The tasks
the state.

of the proletarian revolution in relation to

Marx and Engels on the state and the tasks of the
reoolution in the political field(inits relation to the state).
A passage h The Cfuil War" deserves special
attention. This passage is quoted, incidentally,
in the last preface to the Communist Manifesto
over the signatures of botk authors. The preface
is dated London, 24. YI.. 1872 (Karl Marx
and Frederi ck Eng e I s).It says that the programme
of the Comnunist Manifesto "has in some details
become antiquated" (Th, Communist Manifesto5
7th edition, Berlin, 1904 p. 174; with a preface

by Kautsky-a owlgar one!-and by

the
authors, both of them, 24. YI. 1872, by Engels
28. VI. lBB3 and l. V. 1890 with an excerpt from
the preface to the Russian translation, on the
Russian obshchinar* London, 21. I. 1882, at
present "Russia forms the vanguard of revolution- |

iry

action in Europe",

p.2oti.

In what has the programme "become antiquated"? The authors reply: (((see below,

p.27*\))
*
**

Village community.-Ed.
See p. 42 of this book.-Ed.

I

Exacay!!!

tive and govern-

NB llbefore,
llmilitary
ll

mental machine,

every real people's revolution on the
lllContinent. And this is what our heroic
Party comrades in Paris are attempting."
Of great importance is Marx's arga'
ment (12. IV. 1871) on the causes of the
possible defeat of the Commune: "If
they" (the Paris workers) "are defeated,
only their'good nature'will be to blame.
They should have marched at once on
Versailles. . .. They missed tlaeir opportunity because of conscientious scruples.
They did not want to start a civil
war, as if. . . Thiers had not already
started the civil war. . .. Second mistake:
The Central Committee surrendered its
power too soon, to make way for the
Commune. Again from a too 'honourable' scrupulosity!" (P. 709.)10

lll

not of the seizure of power but of slow dev-elopment, the growing inio, and so on and so forth.

only direct
revolutionary
action by the

another,
and this

people can save

France...."o

Two mistakes
of the Commune:

NB

passage:

LETTERS FROM MARX TO KUGELMANN
piquant cf. with
Bakunin
(X. 1870, p. 113,

".

Marx

Kugelmann

XX,2,

3. III.

tB69

1901-1902, p. 412):
"A very interesting movement is going
on in France. The Parisians are again

in Steklov):
. .for me it is

evident that,
after the actual
destruction of
the administra-

to

(Neue Zeit,

making a regular study of their recent

*

French Revolution will be no longer,

as

Interpolations in squarebrackets (within passages quoted by Lenin)

have been introduced by

Lenin.-Ed.

revolutionary past, in order to prepare
themselves for the business of the
impending new revolution. ..." Dozens
of books of all parties, the liberals, the
republican democrats, the Proudhonists,
the Blanquists. . .. "When'wit7our country
be so far!" (4l3).tr

Nota

Eighteenth Brumnire,

on pp. 98 and 99 (4th ed., Hamburg

bene:

Dower. in order to be able to overthrow it. Now
inat iftras attained this, it is perfecting the executioe

And on 18. VI.
to Kugelmann th
The Ciail War in
received and that

and
It
the
the

e press.13
ari<'s April

letter (12. IV. 1871) provides
formed part of the "Address", written at
the General Council of the International

(dated
30. V. 1871).
What is called irt The Civil War "the ready-made state machi-

which is absent in The Cioil War: not to transfer the bureaucratic-military machine from one hand to another, but to smash
it. The Commune began to do this but did not complete it,

THE EIGHTEENTH BRAMAIRE
Marx refers, in his letter of 12. IV. 1871, to the last chapter
of The Eighteenth Brumaire. In this last (VII) chapter rn The
10

(ee).'u

These are indeed remarkable passages! French history,

1l

edition of The Eighteenth
is of special significance

than anywhere else,

Commune, Marx says that on the affairs of the Commune he
has written several hundred letters. Regarding the provinces,

he writes: "IJnfortunately their [the provinces'] action is
only local and 'pacific' ". . .. "The Commune seems to me to

be wasting too much time in uivialities and personal quarrels"
(7e01.,t

5'A CRITIQUE OF THE DRAFT SOCIAL.DEMOCRATIC

PROGRAMME OF r89r"

In r89r Engels says ("A Critique of the Draft Social-Democratic Programme of 1891", Neue Zeit, XX,lr 190l-1902;
page 5 and further.2z Engels's letter to Kautsky on the dispatch
vL

1891').

s of the draft have one $eat

ll

licsl precisely what should have ll NB

truth a work of genius".'6))
a bureaucratic-military machine
is
machine"
state
"The
can say h all).
emerged with
ne hand, the

Eighteenth Brumaire "was in

-the

absolute

And Engels makes

a'
("r.

it

lt

clear that the German Constitution is

1850 and that the Reichstag
f of absolutism" (p. 10). -to wish 'to transform all the
instruments of labour into common property' on the basis

of this constitution and the system of small states sanctioned by

it, on the basis of the union between Prussia and Reuss-GreizSchleiz-Lobenstein, in which one has as many square miles as
the other has square inches.
"To touch on that is dangerous, however. Nevertheless, somehow or other,

of the Anti-Socialist Law, or
recalling all manner of overhasty prorenewal
gramme).2o

Marx's letter to members of the Commune, Frankel
and Varlin, see Neue Zeit, 29,1, p.796 (10. III. 1911).
This letter is of 13. V. 1871. Full of sympathy with the
t2

Engels goes on to say that a "peaceful"
L3

"developing into" can still be spoken
of ("it is conceivable"-this is weaker
and more cautious: it is only conceiaable)
in such countries as the democratic
republics of France and the USA, and

"First. If one thing is certain it is
that our Party and the working class can

suih monarchies as Britain "where the

"...It

would seem that from a legal

point of view it is inadvisable to
include the demand for a republic

directly in the programrne although this ll NB
was possible even under Louis Philippe ll

in France, and is now in Italy. But
the fact that in Germany it is not permitted to advance even a republican

in

ll

a cosS peaceful way.

"However, the question of the republic could possibly be passed by. What,
however, in my opinion should and
could be included in the programme is
the demand for the concentration of all

many...." To wit: (a) the abolition of

the division into petty states, (b) "Prussia
must cease to exist and must be broken
up into self-governing provinces for the lll

specific Prussianism
on Germany."

to stop weighing lll NB
lll

t'honest"
opportunism is
the rnost

of all

t4

l5

a necessity, although in the
Eastern states it is already becomit.'g
NB* llll , hindrance. It would be a step
"4 nations" llll forward in Britain where the two
in Britain llll isUnas are peopled by four nations
and, in spite of a single Parliament, three
different systems of legislation already
exist side by side. In little Swizerland,
llll whole,

NB

III

ilt

tion on the Swiss model would be an
enormous step backward. Two points
distinguish a union state from a completely unified state: first, that each
member state, each canton, has its own
civil and criminal legislative and judicial
system, and, second, that alongside

a popular chamber there is also a federal
chanaber in which each canton, whether

large or srnall, votes as such" (p. 11).
Our union state a transition to
a unified state. And we do not have to
turn back ("riickgiingig machen") the
"reaolutiorc from aboae" (p. l1) of 1866
1870 but "supplement" it with
andt'movement
from below".
the
"So, then, a unified republic. But not
in the sense of the present French
Republic, which is nothing but the

self-government is

how we can manage without a bureaucracy has been shown to us by America
and the First French Republic, and
is being shown even today by Australia,
Canada and the other English colonies.
And a provincial [regional] and communal self-government of this type is
far freer than, for instance, Swiss
federalism, under whict5 it is true, the
canton is very independent in relation
to the federation, but is also independent
in relation to the district [Bezirk] and
the commune. The cantonal govern-

ments appoint the district governors

[Bezirksstatthalter] and prefects, which
English-speaking countries and which we want to abolish here
as resolutely in the future as the Prussian

is unknown in

Landr[te and Regierungsrete."
"Probably few of

to be organised and
reached on

This is especially NB:
and therefore a federal republic would mean progress!!

In Britain (1891) there are 4 nations,

l6

lll
lll
lll

pr
them also mainly to
be included in the

them?"
;lr[f:,'r*

f

what
17

llll

-"y llll

t'a hintt'

llll
llll

not be said directly is the following

o"P#finr.r"

self-government

"Whettrer
demands in
tress able to i
desirable to'

in

the

Programme
bove, am

I

it would be
before it is

too late" (p.12).

And so Engels, in 1891 (29.VI.1891), discussing the political

the "bureaucratic-military" state machine and developed it.
The oppornrnists (especially 1914-1917) grew into it (imperialism, as an epoch in the advanced countries, in general
tremendousiy strengthened that machine). The task of the
proletarian revolution: to "smash", break that machine and
replace it with most complete self-government below, in the
localities, and with the direct power of the armed proletariat,
its dictatorship, at the top.
How are the communes to be united, linked together?
In no way, say the anarchists ("). By the bureaucracy and ttre
military caste, says (and does) the bourgeoisie (B). By an alliance,
an organisation of the armed workers (" Sooiets of Workers'
Deputies" ! ), says Marxism (y).
(q) : "abolition" of the state; (p): perpetuation (more precisely: vindication) of the
state; (y) : the revolutionary utilisation of the
state (the dictatorship of the proletariat; smashing
The
the old machinel crushing the resistance of the
outcome:
bourgeoisie; uniting and linking together fully
roughly:
democratic communes by the armed and
centralised proletariat) for the transition to the
abolition of classes, to communisz, which leads
to the withering azoag of the state.

(y)-participation in ll
preparation for the ll

programme of Social-Democracy:
(l) struggles directly against oqportuniszz,_ speaking o-f its
grouith in-the Party, and defining it as the-"forgetting of the
major, gxeat and main (correlations) 'points of view"';
(2) repeats the definition of the "dictatorship of the pro-

the

state.

phasises

(in the

'"?"H:f

letariat"l

(3) insists on a republic (as "the specific form for the dictatorship of the proletariat");
(4) insists on the abolition of all state-appointed officials in

local self-government;
(5) is against the illusion of only the peaceful, only the legal
road.
A clear picture!

Theoretically especially NB the blending of the dictatorship of the proletariat with most complete local self-govern-

ment.

The bourgeoisie adopted from the feudal

l8

*

absolute monarchy

li

of letters, and

students', accusing them of 'a Marxism
distorted beyond recognition', and declaring that their
reproaches and accusations of the faction were at best sheer
nonsense. Let dre
e
German workers'
mentary trend, so
s
cracyl he, Engels, cannot share its hopes, since he knows
nothing of such a majority in the Parry." (This is the wording
of Bernstein, who compares it with Engels's remarks of
1887 in the preface to The Housing QuestionzT NB.)

l9

1891-the dictatorshil of the p-roletariat +-.the
- in
abolition of state officials in local self-government.sa in the same year, in the introduction to The Ciail lVat
-rr- special
mentioi of the dangel of the "superstitious belief
with

Engels

in the state"3s that reigned in Germany
3

(see here, pp-

34'

5").

FREDERICK ENGELS'S LETTERS
ON THE FRENCH WORKERS' PARTY

"F.

Engels's Letters

published-in Neue Zeit,

on the French Workers' Party" w-ere
XIX, I (1901, 2. I, No. 14, pp. 423'

427).36

^

NB:

ln the same crrtlque. oI tne "111l _"ltl-tJ

(o

re

in

Engels

ed to be defending Clernenceau,

o{l

ts. Then Lafargue published in

trusts:

industry, this puts an end not
but also to Planlessness" (p. 8).
General result: Marx in 1852-the task: '6to smasht' the
Paris Commure: an
mact-r.ine.8o

flY
'against" the

""'ll

See

pp. 23-25

of.

this book.-Ed.
20

I

These letters contain nothing that is of theoretical importance.
shall note only:
6. III. 1894:

statesl

In the Communist Manif esto (1847), only th9 "proletarian
revolution", the "communis-t revo[ution", the "forCible overthrow of ali existing social conditions..'" 'fth. raising o{ t}e
nroletariat to the p6sition of ruling class, the winning of the
tranle of democraiy" (end of chapter II) : the first step
(: the first formulation!!)38

*

. 1900) the letters of 1886-1895,
mentioned issue of Neue Zeit.)))

*

Ibid., pp.56-57.-Ed'

2l

to put in its charge the execution of what is our own concern,
even if we should be able to control it by a minority strong
enough to change into the majority overnight."ao

to The Class S*uggles
III. 1895.41

Engels's Introduction
France dated (NB): 6.

3.

IV.

in

1895:

"X ...

has just played me a nicetrick. Hehas taken

.France
my
defend
of 1848-5
to force
the tactics
and violmce, which it has pleased him for some time
when coercive
now
I arn preaching
laws
today, and even
these
rance, Belgium,
then

from

NB

Italy, and Austria these tactics could not be followed
Germany they may become

in their entirety and in

inapplicable tomorrow" (Engels's italics).az

since
this makes possib
and to smaih the

more mass basis-all
But to secure.victory
society, you will need
the active support of the socialist party, which is strolgerr more
numerous, more tested and more conscious than that which
vou have at vour disposal. In that case there would be carried
6ut what wi h"ue foreseen and foretold for many long years:
the French giving the signal, and opening fire, and the Germans
deternnining the outcome of the battle."aa
reorganised

22.X[.1887:
"You have probably read in L.. ' N'
stituency. He lomplains, and with good
becoming more and more bourgeors. This
the extieme parties as soon as the hour draws !ear- when they
become 'possible'. But our Party cannot cross.,-in-this rgspect,
a certain limit, without betraying itself, and I thinh that in France,
as in GermaltAt we haue already reached that line. Fortunately
it is still not too lq.te to stop" (Etgels's italics) (p. 426).e5
27.X.1890-against the "Young", that they are all careerists,
("I am no Marxist "-Marx_said ofsuchpeople)^and
Marx would'have said like Heine: "I have sown dragon's
teeth and harvested fleas" (p. 4271.aa
pseudo-Marxists

cf. The Road to Power, 2nd edition, 1910, P. 51,
Engels's letter to Kautsky of 1. IV. 1895: "To my
astonishment I see in the Vorwcirts today an extract
NB

from my 'Introduction', printed without my prior
knowledge and trimmed in such a fashion that I
appear as a peaceful worshipper of legality at any price.

Sb much the more would I like the whole thing to
in the Neue Zeit so that this disgraceful
impression will be wiped out. I shall give Liebknecht
a good piece of my mind on that score and also, no
matter who they are, to those who gave him the opportunity to misrepresent my opinion without even
telling me a word about it. . .."a8
appear now

"'lll

LETTER FROM ENGELS TO BEBEL

2.YL.1894:
socialist

Of extremely great importance in the question of the

statg

you will
country
and the capital, the character of your army, which has been

is a letter from Engels to Bebel of 18 | 28. I I I. 187 51'g (Bebel.
From My l-ife,Yol.lI, p. 318 et seq. Stuttgart, 1911: Foreword,
2.IX. le11.)

22

23

Here is the most important passage in full:
"...The free people's state is transformed into the
free state. Taken in its grammatical sense, a free
state is one where the state is free in relation to its

(a) The state "of itself decomposes" ("dissolves of itself")
**d disappears. . ." ("f. later "withers away")
lNota-Eene i
"with the introduction of the socialist social order. . . ."
(5) The state is a "temporary institution" which is necessary
"in the struggle, in the revolution..." (necessary to the prole t ariatrof course). . ..
(6) The state is needed, not for freedom but for suPpression
(? "Niederhaltung" is not suppression, properly speaking, but
a holding back from restoration, a keeping in submission) of the
adaersaries of the proletariat.
(7) !7hen there is freedom, then there will be no state.

ll-Usuatty the concepts "freedom" and "democracy" are
ll considered identical and one is often used instead of the
l@"r. Very often, vulgar Marxists (headed by Kautsk5
Plekhanov and Co.) reason precisely in that way. In fact democracy precludes freedom. The dialectic (course) of development

is as follows: from absolutism to bourgeois democracy; from

bourgeois democracy to proletarian democracy; from proletarian
democracy to none at all.
illt

:
rllll

llll

Nnrrrr

considered it-and of course, fn those circurnstancest
correctly considered it-an incomparably less important error
than thit of the anarchists. NB this!!)

Hence it is seen how Marx and Engels have been vulgarised
and defiled, not only by the opportunists but by Kautsky as
well.
Not a single one of these eight thoughts, so rich in content,
has been understood by the opportunists!!
They have taken only the practical need of the present: using
the political struggle, using thepresmt-day state so as to instruct
and educate the proletariat, to "extract concessions". This is
correct (as against the anarchists), but it is as yet merely onehundredth of Marxism, if one can express oneself thus arithmetically.
Kautsky has quite glossed over (or forgotten? or not understood?), in his propagandist and in general publicist work,
points Ir 2, 5, 61 71 8 and Marx's "smashing" (in the polemic
against Pannekoek in l9L2 or I9L3. Kautsky (see below,

24

25

This is

perhaps the most remarkable and probably th9
sharpest passager-so to say, "against the state", in Marx and
Engels.
(1) "The whole talk about the state should be dropped."
(2) "The Commune was no longer a state in the proper sense
of i6e word" (what was it then? evidently a transitional form
from the state to non-state!).
(3) The anarchists
in our faces"
,-were ashamed
"tlie people's state". (
however, they
of this olbvious error

CRITIQUE OF THE GOTHA PROGRAMME

pp.4547*) has already completely fallen into opportunism in

75.

Aietter

he Gotha lll
v. (rvrail.lll
No. /8/.51

lll

Max, in this letter, looks far more like a
"champion of the state"-if this vulgar expression of our
At first

glance

enemres may

pro
replace
even the Co

the state;

Engels

e declares

(2) to

the Pro1il ,,

p.
-

ill

16, below.)

At first glance the impression may be created of an arid
contradiction, confusion, or divergence of views! But that is
only at first glance.
Here is, in full, the decisive (on this point) passage from
Marx's letter:
"'Present-day society'is capitalist society, which exists in all
civilised countries, more or less free from rnediaeval admixture,

"Nevertheless, the different states

of the different civilised

countries,
in commo

only

one

therefore,

(("The Imperiali st- S o cial Er a".)).
)f,lI)K, 2, p. 197: the article by Walter about "Russian imperialism.-.." 11fro- Peter I to China in the 20th century)).

*

See

pp. 7318 of this book.

-

sense it is possible to speak of the 'present-day state', in
contrast with the future, in which its present root, bourgeois

In this

Ed.

26

27

lll

gous

to

present

questibn can only be
one does not get a fle

by a

thousandfold combination
(state'.

of the

in these words Marx, as it were, foresaw all
the vulgarity of Kautskyism: the saccharine
speeches about all sorts of good things which
turn into an embellishing of reality, since
they play down or leave in the shadow the
irreconcilability of the democratic world and
imperialism, democracy and the monarchy,

word

'people' with the word

and so on.

llll

"Now the programme does not deal with this
fffl norwith thefuture stateof cornmunist society."

ll "Its political demands contain nothing beyond

ll the old democratic litany familiar to all: universal
suffrage, direct legislation, popular rights, a
people's militia, etc. They are a mere echo of the
bourgeois People's Partyrsz of the League of
Peace and Freedom"Es (573). . . .
lThese demands, he says, have already been

"realised"- only

not in the German state

but in others, in Switzerland and the United
States. These demands are in place ("am Platze")

only in a

The programme
does not call for a republic, as was done by the
French workers' programmes under Louis Philippe and Louis Napoleon-that cannot be done
democratic republic-

in Germany, so there is no reason to demand, from
military despotism, things that are in place only
in a democratic republic.. . even vulgar demo-

lll
lll
.(and very lll
mPortanU
lll

untains aboae this kind
which keeps within the
permitted' by the police
d by togic)\

Very good

!28

Thus, the dictatorship of the proletariat is

a "political transition period"; it is clear rhat the
state of this period is also a transition from state
to non-state, i.e., "no longer a state in the proper
sense of the word". Consequently, Marx and
Engels were not at all contradicting each other on
this point.

"future state ll
,-beeyen in ll

of
"c

statehood!!" ll

Is

No:

lI
I
l--'I
I

lI

t,

I - - in capitalist society
the state in the

the state
is needed

proper sense

the bourgeoisie
the state
is needed

II - -

transition(dictatorship of the proletariat): the state
of a transitional
type (not state in
the proper sense of
the word)

III - -

communistsociety:
the withering aznay

tV the proletariat

the state
is not necessary,

it withers away

of the state
29

Full consistenry and clarity!!
Otherwise:

I - democracy only as an
exception, never com-

I - democracy only for
the rich and a thin layer of
the proletariat.

are not
think

lThe

plete. . .

poor

in a position to

ofitll

II - democracy almost
II - democracy for the
complete, limited- only by
poor, for 9/10 of the popuIation, forcible suppression the suppression of the resistance of the bourgeoisie
ofthe resistance ofthe rich
III - genuinely full demoUI - full democracy, which
cracy, becoming a habit
becomes a habit and is

and therefore withering

therefore withering away,
yielding place to the principle: "from each according

away. . ..

pfftin

Full

democracy

equals no democracy. This

is not a

to his ability, to each
according to his needs"
Fee

to it is his individual quantum of labour. For example,
the social working day consists of the sum of the
individual hours of work; the individual labour time
of the individual producer is the part of the social
working day contributed by him, his share in it. He
receives a certificate from society that he has furnished
such and such an amount of labour (after deducting his
labour for the common funds), and with this certificate
he draws from the social stock of means of consumption
as much as costs the same amount of labour. The same
amount of labour which he has given to society in one
form he receives back in another" (566).

paradox

but a

trurh!

marsil4l

another.

"But these defects are inevitable in the

society as it is
when it has just emerged after prolonged
birth-pangs from capitalist society. Right
can never be higher than the economic
structure of society and its cultural development conditioned thereby."

first phase of comrnunist

"What we have to deal with here is a communist

"In a higher

phase

of

communist lll
of lllNB

society, after the enslaving subordination

the
NBlll back-from sociery-after
lll made-exactly what he g
lll emerges. Accordingly,

*

See

p. 32 of this book.-Ed.
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ceives

been

given

the individual to the division of labour, and lll
therewith also the antithesis between mental and physical labour, has vanished; after
labour has become not only a means of life
but life's prime want; after the productive

3t

forces have also increased with the all-round

[:A"a
ll socrety

so, two phases of communist
are clearly, distinctly and ac-

ll--sgl"t.tY distinguished:

The lower ("first")-the distribution

Also a form
ofcoercion:

"ifhe

of articles of consumption "proportionately"

does

shall he
get food"

necessity,

there is
no coercion

litical

de-

single one lll
(Engels's lll

Ng

lll

(2) " ...Fifthly [Fngels's fifth objection],
there is not a word about the organisation ll
of the working class as a class by means of ll

NB

become a

only tlne bourgeoisie has moulded state ;;11 (As in
and society i-n i-ts own. image- but where llll S*i:ir.rfr"af
in its ztake the democratic petty bourgeoisie, llll -"'*--"-'
too, has already carried out this remouldilrg down to its firual consequences"
(p. 319). (In Germany, however, you have
gone together with the People's Party "for

years",
mands,
that is
italics).

not work,
neither

Labour has

(1) ". . .In ttre first place, Lassalle's
high-sounding but historically false phrase
is accepted [in the Gotha Programme]: in
relation to the working class all other classes

the trade unions. And that is a very

Tbe "highe
to his ability,

ill needs".
the

ll

z";;::;?i::#"ir",'i,"r!,'"i,i:7",;l"iilllpreciserv!
which it carries on its daily struggle with

When

antithesis

manual labour disappears; (2) labour beIJJ comes a prime necessity of life (NB:
becomes a norm,
3) the productive

and so on.

It

is

capital,

in which it trains itselt and which

nowadays even amid the worst reaction (as ll

in

Paris at present) l32ll can simply no ll NB
longer be smashed. Considering the im- ll
portance which this organisation has attained

obvious that the complete withering away

of the state is possible only at this highest
degree. This is NB.

(3) "...Equally lacking. [in the pro-

LETTER OF ENGELS'

Inalett
some
certain asp

1875

of 18128.

III.

1875therc
passages which illuminate

are

arlY than usual:
32

gramme] is the first condition of all freedom:
that all officials should be respo.nsiblefor all
I
itizen before
ther
their olflcral
official acts to
to every crtrzen
betore

the ordinary courts and according
common law" (321).

33

to

pg

That Bebel himself somewhat earlier shared all these confused

country and another, one. province and
anothei and even one locality and another
there will always exist a certain ineqg,allty
in the conditiohs of life, which it will be
possible to reduce to a minimum but never
intirely remove. Alpine dwglle1s will always
have different conditions of life from those
of people living on plains. The- idea of
socialis't societ/ as tlie realm of equality
is a one-sided French idea resting upon the

Next to each other!! Bebel did not then see their differences on
the state.

THE POVERTY OF PHILOSOPHY
The passage _in c(Tlg Poverty of Philosophy" (p.

which Engels refers to in his letter of 18/28.
p. 13") is evidently the following:

NB

".

In

depicting the most general
of the development of the proletariat, we traced the more or less
veiled civil war, raging within existing
*
p. 24 of this book.-Ed.
** See
In the French original socidtd cfuile.-Ed.
..

phases

to questions of education".
34

35

III.

182)

1875 (see above,

society, up to the point where that war
breaks out into open revolution, and
the

"

ffi

llll
lill
llll

lor

iat"

llll

rI)).

And at the end of Chapter Il, p. 37,
we read: ". . . W'e have seen above that
the first step in the revolution by the
ll working class, is to raise the proll letariat to the position of ruling
ll class, to win the battle of demo-

ll ,roty.
"The proletariat will use its political

public power will lose lll "th" public power
its political character. Political pow- lll loses its political
character"
er, properly so called, is merely the lll
organised power of one class for oppressing another. Ifthe proletariat during
its contest with the bourgeoisie is
dividuals, the

compelled, by the force of circumstances,

to organise itself as a class, if, by means
of a revolution, it makes itself the ruling
class, and, as such, sweeps away by
force the old conditions of production,
then it wi[ along with these conditions,
do away with the conditions for the
existence of class antagonisms and of
classes generally, and

will thereby

abolished its own supremacy
class..." (p.38).

have

as

a

The Communist Manifesto on the
modern stoter "The executive of
the modern state is but a committee
for managing the common affairs of
the whole bourgeoisie."se

y*l;r't

:H..1?".:::

:ilt'"#[:T;'1':

able as a means of entirely revolutionising
the mode of production..." (p. 37).

ffi i -lffi .i1"fi:ix'il:"ff"#*sures

"

"When, in the course of development,
class distinctions have disappeared, and
all production has been concentrated

The Communist Maniferro speaks
of "revolution by the working class",
"communist revolution", and "proletarian revolution". I think the term
"dictatorship of the proletariat" is
not yet used. However, it is obvious
that the transformation of the proletariat into the "ruling class", its
"organisation as the ruling class",
its "despotic inroads on the rights of
property", etc.-this is the "dic-

in the hands of an association of in-

NB

*

These measures (SS 1, 5, 6) speak everywhere of the "state"
simply, e.g., $ 6: "centralisation of the means of communication and
tranlport in the hands of the state".
36

37

Engels also has an "fnffoduction" to
by S. Borkheim, A Reminder
to the German Jingoists of 1806-1807
("The Social-Democratic Library", Vol.

a pamphlet

II, No. XXIV),

written on 15. XII.

1887, where, among other things, the

state

in Germany is spoken of: ". . .The

state becornes more and more alien to

Engels

on

the state
and

wiu

the interests of the broad masses and
turns into a consortiurn of agrarians,
exchange brokers and big industrialists,
for the exploitation of the people"
(p. 7).Also there about the in"rpending
rporld warrwhichwiil lead to "universal
exhaustion and the creation ofconditions

for the final victory of the

working

." (7) "at the end" of this wai
"the victory of the proletariat will either
have been won or else yet [doch] be
inevitable" (8).60
class. .

TrrE HOUSTNG QUESTTON
In The Housing Question (1872) there

are several passages

bearing upon the question of the dictatorship of the proletariat
and of the state (in connection with this), which should be

Here, clearly set forth is one of the functions of the
dictatorship of the proletariat, one of the tasks of the srate
(a uni
r
capita

xmme

a

power.

it cornes to power it will leave the
payment of them to those who contracted them" (26).u,
P. 9-". ..therefore, perhaps, in the future also, the
initiatiae will continue to rest with the French, but the
make them, and when

mentioned:

"How is the housing question to be settled, then? In presentday society, it is settled iust as any other social question is: by
the gradual economic levelling of demand and suppln a settlement which reproduces the question itself again and again and
therefore is no settlement. How a social reaolution would
settle tbis question not only depends on the circumstances in each
particular case, but is also connected with much more farreaching questions, one of the most fundamental of which is the
abolition of the antithesis between town and country. As it is not
our task to create utopian systems for the organisation of the
future society, it would be more than idle to go into the question
here. But one thing is certain: there is already a sufficient
38

The same, pp. 36-37: "...In the beginning however
[after arguments on the need to abolish the antithesis
between town and country], each social revolution will have

39

..

the
t}re ho

mt'sim

"And therefore these measures-abolition

of night work in the bakeries, prohibition of
moneiary fines in the factories, confiscation of
shut-down factories and workshops and handing

them over

to workers' associations-were

not
rit ofProudhonism,

with the spirit of
The only social
measure which the Proudhonists put through was
the decision no, to confiscate the Bank of France,
and this was partly responsible for the downfall
of the Commune.. ." (55).ut

Moreover, eoery lBngels's italics] real proletarian pafiy, from the English Chartists
onward, has put forward a class policy, the
organisation of the proletariat as an independent political party, as the primary condition
of its struggle, and the dictatorship of the
proletariar as the immediate aim of the
suuggle" (57).
"...Moreover, it rnust be pointed out that
the 'actual seizure' of all the instrurnents of
labour, the seizure of industry as a whole by
the working people, is the exact opposite of
the Proudhonist 'redemption'. In the latter
case, the individual worker becomes the owner
of the dwelling, the peasant farrn, the instruments of labour; in the former case, the
'working people' remain the collective owners

NB

lll

"abolition
of the
state..."

"fn

In the middle of p. 56, incidentally, inter alia: "in ... the
revolution, in the most violent of all rnovements, 6to
stand'?.. ." (Mockery of the word "stand". Moreover, the'
definition of revolution is quite good.)
P. 57: "... Since each political party sets
out to establish its rule in the state, so the
German Social-Democratic Workers' Party is
necessarily striving to establish irs rule, the
rule of the working class, hence 'class rule'.
40

general [69], the question is not whether

the proletariat when it comes to power will
simply seize by force the instruments of
production, the raw materials and means of
subsistence, whether it will pay immediate
compensation for them or whether it will
redeem the properry therein by small instalment payments. To attempt to answer such
a question in advance and for all cases would
be utopia-making and that tr leave to others"
(69).uu

4t

Regarding Engels's Introduction to The
Class Struggles in France, Kautsky wrote in
Neue Zeit (1909), XXVII, 2, p. 416 ("Der
charakterlose Engels")-". . . in his [Engels's]
manuscript [Kautsky wrote previous to that]
the revolutionary standpoint was energetically
emphasised but the revolutionary passages,
however, were uossed out it Berlin, if I am
correctly informed, by Comrade Richard

NB

Fischer . .

Ir

.."

Neue Zeit, XYII,2 (1898-1899, No. 28),
in the polernic with Bernstein:

",

ll

"...The German friends insisted that he
(Engels) should omit the conclusion as too
reaolutionary" (Kautsky's italics) (p. 47).

* Neue Zeit, XXYII, | (2. X.

1908),

pp. 6-7, Engels's lettcrs to Kautsky on Engels's

Introduction to thc Class Struggles.66

cf. also (in grcater detail; with excerpts
from Engels's lctters to Kautsky) in The
Road to Power.

THE CIVIL WAR

IN FRANCE

The Ciail War in France (Leipzrg,1876). Dated 30. V.
r87r (cf. here, the middle of p. 2),*-all of Chapter III, or
almost all, deals with the question of the state and with explana-

tion of why the working class cannot "simply" lay hold of the
'cready-made state machinery"oT (see above, p. 1**).

organs
of"state
power"

lll
lll
lll

in the 19th century...)). With the
development of class antagonism between
capital and labour "state power assumed more

further

*
p. 10 of this book.-Ed.
** See
Ibid., p,8.-Ed.

and more the character of a public force for
the suppression of labour, of a machine of class
rule. After every revolution which marks an
advance in the class struggle, the purely lll -_repressive character of the state power |ll NL
stands out in bolder and bolder reli.ef. . .."
lll
((Further this is analysed in detail: the revolution of 1830,l84B and so on. The Second Empire.)) ((Incidentally (after

l84B/49): "...State

"the national war-engine of

The Ciail War, edition of 1876, particularly NB:
line 2 from bottom ("smashes")

p. 28,

,, top -- ("amputate")
,, ,,
- (ttdestruction")
p. 29: the state : "a'parasitic excrescence".*
Thus, the Commune : csu specific form" of the proletarian
,,
,,

,, ,,
,) ,,

18
13

socialist republic. In what precisely was this manifested?
precisely was that "specific fotm"?

((1)) "The first decree of the
Commune, therefore, was the sltppression of the standing army, amd
the substitution for it of the armed
people. . .."

lF76,ed=.rl

(2) "...The

Commune was
formed of the municipal councillors, chosen by universal suffrage
in the various wards of Paris,
responsible and reaocable at
any time. Tlae majority of its
mernbers were naturally working
men, or acknowledged representatives of the working class."
in 1876 they wrote Commune
in1891 "
" Kommune

*
42

power":

capital against labour. . . ."))
"...The direct antithesis to the empire was the Commune."
"The Commune was a specific form of the Republic" lE-4{
edlTl (precisely "a republic that was not only to remove tEe
monarchical form of class-rule, but class-rule itself").

See

democratically
chosen

institution
responsibility
and

I

\

revocability\
at any time

/

pp.45-46 of this book (points ((12)) and ((L4))).-Ed.
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Vhat

(4)) ". . .The police, which until
then had been the instrument of
the Government, was at once
stripped ofall its political attributes,
and tr.lrned into the responsible
and at all times revocable agent
of the Commune."
Ill ((5)) "...So were the officials
officials,the same lll of alt other branches of the admilll nistration. ..."

the police stripped
of political attributes
and turned into
revocable executives

all

"ordinary workmen's

lllll
lllll

mbers of
rds, the
done at

wiges" lllll
ilil1

abolition of
privileges

of

(high) dignitaries
of state

((7) ". . .The privileges and
thc reprcscntation allowances of
thc high dignitaries of state disappcarcd along with the high
dignitaries themselves.

zt\l--p.E:J4eI
(8)) "...Having

.

."

(26-

once got rid

of the standing army and the
police, the instruments of the

physical force of the old Government, the Commune proceeded
t'break" the power
of the priests

((9))

"...The

the "National Delegation" in Paris

(2s)..., TM;€{TI
(11) "...The few but im-

portant functions which still would

t'central governa
remain for a central governrnent
ment" of ttComwere not to be suppressed, as has
been intentionally rnisstated, but' rnunal", i.e., strictly
responsible officials
were to be discharged by Comrnunal, and therefore strictly responsible agents.. .."
(12) "...The Unity o.f the
nation was not to be broken, but,
on the contrary, to be organised by
the Communal Constitution and to "Comnr.unal Constitution" : the"debecome a reality by the destrucstruction" of the
tion of the state power which
ttstatehood" that
clairned to be the embodiment of
was a parasitic
and
of,
that unity independent
excrescence
superior to, the nation itselt from
which it was but a parasitic
exuescence. While the merely repressive organs of old governrnental power were to be amputated, its legitimate functions
See p.3r here*, how
were to be wrested from an
Bernstein "brought
authority usurping pre-eminence
this close" to
to
society
itself,
and
restored
over
Proudhon!
the responsible agents of society. .." (28).

judicial function-

not the old parliamentarianismbrt

indepenaries lost that sham
dence...." They t'were thenceforward to be elective, responsible,

and revocable. . ." (27).

M

*

See

p. 48 of this book.-Ed.
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tence of the Commune inooloed,
as a matter of course, local selfgooerwnent, but no longer as a
counterpoise to the now supertl!!! stete power" (29).1p.1!$

"the people constituted
in Communes"

"now superseded
state power"

ed:tl

(17) "The

Commune made

that catchword of bourgeois re-

volutions, cheap goYernment, a
reality, by destroying the two
greatest soruces of expenditurethe army and state function-

"new historical
sreation"

'which they may bear

a

certain

(30).

49-,

to which the

Commune has been subjected, and

which breaks the
modern state
power.

functionarism

lf. ed:tl
((18)) "The multiplicity of

arism"

interpretations

"this new Commune,

NB:
destroyed the arrny
and state

the multiplicity of interests which

.."

the Commune:

a working-class
gooernment

Marx on the

italics], the result of the struggle

"par asitic

e)ccf escence",

"the state"
Exactly!

lll
lll
lll
lll

social body all the forces hitherto
3

g the free moveBy this one act
it would have initiated the regeneration of Francc. . .." I p7-8, .d5l
((16) "...In reality, the Communal Constitution would have
brought the rural producers under
the intellectual lead of the central
towns of their districts, and there
secured for them, in the urban
working men, the natural trustees
of their interests.-The very exis46

NB

parasitic exstate', feeding

the Connmune

:

"the political form
at last discovered"

((19)) "...Except on this last condition, the Cornmunal
Constitution would have been an impossibility and a delu-

sion...."

"...The Commune aimed at the expropriation of ttre expropriators. . ." (31).t'
The Commune had saved the Paris middle class. It
was right in telling the peasants that its victory was
their only salvationl .. .3 months of free communication of "Communal Paris" with the provinces would
47

to a "general rising of the peasants" (35).lLfl'
NR
^'" llllll Egygla
3l The Commune v s the genuine representative
*of aU the healthy elements of French society. . ." (35).
"d.

F3--d tl

The vulgar
Bernstein has
reduced every-

thing to "municipation"
and local self-

government.

The idiot!!

". . .Its [the Commune's]

special

measures could but betoken the
tendency of a govemment of the

lE5X
- the
ork
of
journeymen bakers; the prohibition
of fines; the surrender of all
closed factories
workmen. . ..6e

to

associations

of

and the officials) and "destroying" that state power, "smashing
the modern state power" and so on, destroy, smash and eliminate

(beseitigen)-what? Nor the state, but the ((modern state
power", the "ready-made state machinery" and in the first
place, officialdom and the army. In calling the "state" a parasitic
excrescence, Marx "alrnost" speaks of the destruction of the
state. \fhat is important here, however, is not the term but the

ess

ence.

Marx's fundarnental idea: the conquest of political power by the proletariat does not mean the taking over
of a "ready-made" state machinery,
but (l) its "smashing" and destruction,
and its replacement by a new one.
What kind of new one?
Marx studies the experience of the
Commune; he does not invent this
ttnew" power, but studies how rcvolutions themselves t' di s c oo er" (" at
last d:iscooer") I p. 49, Eil. 3-l i ,
how the working-class rnovement
itself approaches this task, and how
practice sets about accomplishing it.
...(IU) Doing away with the
bureautacy, including the judiciary:
(o) getting rid of the "hohe Staatswiirdentrdger", "the high dignitaries
of state"l (p) reducing the rest to
perforrning purely executive functions;
(y) revocability; (6) ordinary work-

t"ppr".t*"t"ly-l
I in this way:

(IID

men's wages.

...The

replacement

of

a. parlia-

(Iv)

ffientdry people's representation ("not

p. 46, ed. 3) by
a "communal" ("a Communal
Constitution"), i.e., legislative and
execu?iae at one and the same

parliamentary",

time....
. . . Local self-goaernment without
inspection and supervision by the

From this comparison
ideas about the Commune, i
no effort to emphasise the

state from above....
48

49

(v)

I

(vD

...

The condition for all this:

the blatant

vulgarity
against
Pannekoek
Neue Zeit,

'tn

XX& 2,p.732
(NB)

.

..

the

The Russian Revolution has aPproached this very device, on the one
hand, in weaker fashion (more timidly)

cf.

of Kautsky

Complete dernouaqt in general.

III

than the Paris Communel on the
other hand, it has shown in broader
fashion the "Soviets of Workers'
Deputies", of "Railwaymen's Deputies", "Soldiers' and Sailors' Deputies", of ttPeasants' Deputies". This
Nota

bene.

cf.: Neue Zeit, XXX, 2 (1912), cf. pp. 723-725 and 732,
important!
Kautsky here : reforrnist (and swindler); Pannekoeft unclear,
but searching for revolutionary tactics.
NB: particularly p. 723: $ IV, 1: "The destruction of the
state". . ..

Kautsky's polemic with Pannekoek. Very

profound significance: the reformists and the social-patriots
"perfect" the bureaucratic-state machine (cf. Marx, p. 3,

Will the "utilisation" of the rnodern state power
and parliaments remain or not remain? No, reply
the anarchists.-Yes, atd, in the old way, in
exactly the sarne way that led to the catastrophe of
1914, reply the direct and indirect (Kautskian)
opportunists.

Yes, we reply, but not in the old way, but
only d la Kar1 Liebknecht, i.e., (a) for revolutionary

action at the head, not at the tail, of the movement;
(p) for service to the mass revolutionary movement;
link
- (1) under its control; (6) in(e)a inconstant
between legal and illegal work;
a constant
struggle, to the end, to a split with the opporftnists
and the bureaucrats of the working-class movement.

The same with the qnqrchi sts : writers, journalists,
Jouhaux and Co.!

The bourgeois state admits workers and SocialDemocrats into its institutions, into irs onm demo-

*

See

p.

11 of this

book.-Ed.

5l

lt"

"As almost only workers, or recognised reprein the Commune, its

sentatives of the workers, sat

a decidedly proletarian character.
Either they decreed reforrns which the republican
decisions bore

bourgeoisie had failed to pass solely out ofcowardice,

but which provided a necessary basis for the free
activity of the working class-such as the realisation
of the principle that in relation to the state" (Engels's ll -,italics)2'religion is a purely pdvate matter--ot ih. bom- I N ts
direct lll
deeplv lll
d citn lll
tart rn
the realisation ofall this" (p. 8).
The members of the Commune split into a Blanquist majority
and a Proudhonist minority (p. 10). Just like all "doctrinaires"
(ll), they were obliged to do (when they were in power) the
"reverse of that" which they had been taught by classroom
doctrine (p. 11).
Proudhon hated association. The
chief measure of the Commune was
I

philistinelife....
is al
.rei

IS

by
paty f or such a struggle. Ikrl Liebknecht was not
itone; ne grew rtp in the Left-wing trend of German
Social-Democraiy. The Bolsheviks are not '(incidental", bat grew out of the struggle against
opportunism

in

1894-1914!!

ENGELS'S INTRODUCTION
TO THE CIVIL WAR
dated
18e1),

n

this

I

short, an organisation which, as
Marx quite rightly says in The Civil
War, mrst necessarily have led in the
end to communism, that is to say, the
direct opposite of the Proudhon
doctrine" (p. 11).
Engels evidently had the following
in mind (p. 8): "On April 15 the
Commune ordered a statistical tabulation of factories which had been closed
down by the manufacturers, and the
working out of plans for the operation

pp. 7-8: the excellent summary of the nteasures of the
Commune (with dates).
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of

these factories

by the

workers
formerly employed in'them, who were

to be organised in

co-operative so53

NB

ll cieties, and also plans for ttre organisall tion of these co-operatives in one
ll great union."
And the Blanquists? Their school :
a conspiracy, strict discipline, the
revolutionary energy of a 'ohandful". . .. "This involved, above all,
the strictest, dictatorial centralisation

NB:
"do away with" the
repressive machine-

ry ((troops; the police; the bureaucracy))
"safeguard itself
against its own
deputies and
offi.cials"

society", "Diener der Gesellschaft",
its organs into "Herren iiber

and

America, two "gangs" of political
speculators (here there is neither
dynastS nobility, nor standing army,
nor bureaucracy "with permanent
staffs and rights to pensions'l) (p.12).
The nation is powerless against these
two "infallible

opponents-it was this power
which was to fall everywhere,
it had alreadY fallen in

a-F*:

means":

if,!..,it

(cr-) "From the very outset the

l)

to recognise that the
working class, once in power, could
not go on managing with the old
state machinery; that in order not
to lose again its only just won supremCommune had

impossible
with the "old"
state machinery

2) wages of ordinary

workers

* a-0: This passage is cited by Karl Kautsky in his reply to

Bernstein, p. 22, "Bernstein and the Social-Democratic Programme"
(see p. 47 htre). (See p.79 of this book.-Ed.)
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the right ofrecall
at any time

55

an effective barrier to place-hunting

and careerism was set up,

even

apart from the binding mandates to
delegates to representative bodies
which were added besides."

one class by another, and indeed in the
democratic republic no less than in
the monarchy; and at best an evil

trB,l

"shattering ofthe
former state power
and its replacement
by anew one..."

at once as much as possible until

such time as a generation reared in

of its features,
particularly
NB..
"superstitious
belief in the state"

t}ae

because
s

up e r

s

in

ti ti

Germany

ou

s

be

li ef

in the state has passed from
philosophy into the general consciousness of the bourgeoisie and

even of many workers. According to
the philosophical conception, the state
is the 'realisation of the idea', or fhe
Kingdom of God on earth, translated
into philosophical terrns, the sphere
in which eternal truth and iustice are,

NB..
"a superstitious
reverence for the
state", etc.

new, free social conditions is able
to throa) the entire lumber o.f the
state on the scrap heap" (13).
"Of late, the GerrnanTl philistine

ship ofthe Proletariat" (p. 14).

((End of introduction. Date: 20th

anDrversary
anniversary ot
of tthe Paris Commune,
18. III. 1891.7))
It must be admitted that Engels,

belief

but a machine for the oppression of

here p. 29*) a new one.
* See p. 46 ofthis book. Ed.

in hereditary monarchy and
swear by the democratic republic. In
reality however, the state is nothing56

ofthe state"
(rubbish) (iunk)

has once rnore been filled with wholesome terror at the words: Dictatorship
of the Proletariat. Well and good,
gentlemen, do you want to knowwhat
this dictatorship looks like? Look at the
Paris Commune.That was the Dictator-

both here and in the letter of 18/28.
III. 1875173 sets forth in far rnore
popular style than Marx most important thoughts on the dictatorship
of the proletariat and on the form
(or, rnore precisely, on the necessity
of a new form) of the state power
that the proletaiat will win. To
gain and keep state power, the
proletariat should not take over the
old and ready-made state machine,
transfer from old hands into new ones,
btt smash the old one and create
("neue geschichtliche Schirpfuirg")

that the affairs and interests common
to the whole of society could not be

down with
the entire "lumber

("new historical llcreation"ll:
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see

NB:
ttthrow
the entire
lumber
of the state
on the scrap
heap"

"national
16121" :
"governmental
humbug"

('The Civil \Mar", ed. 3, p. 67:
"The highest heroic effort of which
old society is still capable is national
war; and this is now proved to be
a mere governmental humbug, in-

"As distinct from the old gentile [tribal or clan] order, the
first, divides its subjects accordirry to territory..." (tl4t
division seems "natural" to us, but it cost a prolonged struggle
state,

against the old organisation according to gentes, tribes. . ..)
"The second distinguishing feature is the

tended to defer the struggle of classes,
and to be thrown aside as soon as that

class struggle bursts out into civil

war".74

bourgeois
and

proletarian
revolutions

The Erghteenth Brumaire, ed. 4,
pp. 10-11,-bourgeois revolutions (of
the l8th century) go from success
to success, they are t'short-lived",

etc.; "proletarian revolutions, revolutions of the 19th century, criticise
themselves constantly, 'deride with unmerciful thoroughness the inadequacies etc. of their fi.rst attempts . ..
recoil from the indefinite prodigiousness of their own aims..."' {11;.'u

F. ENGELS. THE ORIGIN OF THE FAMILY,
PRIVATE PROPEI?TY AND THE STATE
Sixth Editlon, Stuttgart, 1894.
(Preface to the 4th Edition, 16. VI. r89r)
"...The state isrtherefore, by no m.eans a power forced
on society from without; just as little is it 'the reality of the
ethical idea', 'the image and reality of reason', as Hegel
maintains. Rather, it is a product of society at a certain stage
of development; it is tht admission that this society has
become entangled in an insoluble contradiction [pp. 177-178)
with itself, that it has split into irreconcilable antagonisms
which it is powerless to dispel. But in order that these
antagonisms, these classes with conflicting economic interests,

migf,t not consuine themselves and society in fluitless
struggle, it became necessary to haae a plwer, se-emtngly

standing above society, that would alleviate the conflict and
keep it within the bounds of 'order'; and this power, qiseP_
ouCof society but placing itself above it, and alienating itself
more and more from it, is the state" (178).
58

consists not merely

of

arme

d menbtt

also

of rnaterial adjuncts, Prisons, and

"armed men

gentile [clan] society knew nothing. . ..
Sometimes this public power is weak
(in parts of North America). . .. It grows
stronger, however, in proportion as class
antagonisms within the state become more

tions of
coercion"

institutions of coercion of all kinds, of which

*
*

Prisons

institu-

acute, and as adjacent states become Iarger

NB:
"rivalry in
conquest"
in presentday Europe

There tras aluqts been rivalry in conquest, in, all states,
all states are instruments of class domination. But
not all wars between states have been caused by rivalry in
conquest!! That's one point. Arrd not in all casesr'on both
sides. And that's another.

because

59

.. .The public power has to be supported by taxes-and
state debts"

universal

"

"...Having public power and the right to
levy taxes, the officials now stand, as organs
of society, aboae society. The free, voluntary
respect that was accorded to the organs of the
gentile [clan] constiturion does not satisfy
fi.em, even if they could gain it..." (179)
special .laws proclaiming their sanctity-_and
rmmuniry,
police official
the shabbiest
has more "authority" than ttrre organs of the
clan, but even the head
lll and- so on may well
NB lll cian, who enjoys the
lll of society.
"Because the state arose frorn the need
to hold class antagonisms in check, but
because it arose, at the same time, in the
midst of the conflict of these classes, it is,
as a rule, the state of the rnost powerful,
economically dominant class, whict5 through
the medium of the state, becomes also the
politically dominant class, and thus acquires

suffrage:
only

a gauge

of maturity

up with the split of society into classes, the
state became a necessity owing to this split.
We are now rapidly approaching a stage in the
development of production at which the
existence of these classes not only will have
ceased to be a necessity, but will become
a positive hindrance to production. They will
fall as inevitably as they arose at an earlier

ANTI. DUITRING
the warring classes balance each other so
nearly that the state power, as an ostensible
mediator, acquires, for the moment, a certain
degree of independence of both..." (180).
(The absolute monarchy of the 17th and 18th
centuries; Bonapartism of the First and
Second Empires, Bismarck.)
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Aryti-Diihring, 3rd ed. (1894). (Preface 23. V. 1894),
pp.301102:
" . . .The proletariat seizes state power and turns the

61

F. ENGELS. '5ON AUTHORITY''
Frederick Engels: Neue Zeit,
37. (Printed

XXXII,

1 (1913-1914),

pp.

10,

in 1873.)

Frederick Engels. "On Authority", "On the Authoritarian
Principle" (37-ZO1.eo
Authority presupposes crsubordination". Small-scale production is being ousted by large-scale production. "Is it possible
to have organisation without authority?" (37).
G'supposing a social revolution dethroned the capitalists.
lll
. . .. Will authority in this case have disappeared or will it lll
only have changed its form?" (38).
lll
Let us take an example: cotton mills-railways-a ship at
sea. . .. Unthinkable without authority.
"When [p. 39] I counter the most rabid anti-authoritarians
with these arguments, the only answer they can give me is the
following: Oh,
authority with
These people
name. This is

world.

"We have thus seen that, on the one hand, a certain authority,

no matter how delegated,
subordination, are things

organisation, are imposed
conditions under which we

"We have seen,

besides,

that the material conditions of

Anti-Diihring, 3rd ed.). 78

phases of the development of society.

"Had the autonomists contented themselves with saying that
the social organisation of the future would altrow authority only
within the bounds which the conditions of production make
inevitable, one could have come to terms with thern. But they are
blind to all facts that make authority necessary and they passionately fight the word.
62
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the state

will
disappear

lll
lll

K. IIARX ON POLITICAL INDIF'FERENCE

"Why do the anti-authoritarians not confine
ical
eed

lll
lll

cat
the

Marx's article (written in 1873) in this same Italian collection of 1874 is entitled: "Political Indiff erence".
Marx begins by ridiculing the Proudhonists in

unclear!!

"If

"politicpl
act of the social revolution shall be the abolition

of authority.
"Have these gentlemen ever seen a revolu-

ll tion? A revolution is certainly the most
authoritarian thing there is; it is ari act whereby
,-,
----rr
IFeII put! ll or. purt of the "population imposes its wiil
ll
upon the other part by means of rifles, bayonets
and cannon, all of which are highly authorill tarian means. And the victorious party must
NB: ll maintain its rule by means of the terror
ll which its arms inspire in the reactionthe P
The Paris lll
han a
Commune, lll

its
NB:

experience

ty

lll
lll

of

bourg
lll the connary, blame it

for

kaaing made

case they are betraying the cause of the
proletariat. In either case they serve only the
reaction" (39).
End of Ensels's article.

*

l-:

the political struggle of the working class
reoolutionary forrus, if the workers
replace the dictatorship of the bourgeoisie with
their ozt)n revolutionary dictatorship, they
commit the dreadfuL crime of offending against
assumes

state"
(!!)

lptrktrarin quotes onll'f

-l
64

and leaves out tne

furttrerll

'1

principles, because in order to satisfy their miserable,

crude requirernents of the moment, in order to
break the resistance of the bourgeoisie, the
workers impart to the state a reaolutionary
and transient Jorm instead of laying down
their arms and abolishing it.* The workers

very
well!

must not set up trade unions because, by so doing
they perpetuate the social division of labour as it
exists in bourgeois society, and it is this very division
of labour that disunites the workers and actually
forms the basis of their slavery. . ." (40). "In
a word, the workers should fold their arms and stop
wasting time taking part in the political and economic
movement. . . ", wait for "social liquidation" as
a priest waits for heaven, and so foth.
"In their daily tiG the workers must be thb humblest servants
of the state, but in their hearts they should vehemently protest
against its existence and prove their profound theoretical
contempt for it by b,rying and reading pamphlets on the abolition
of the state; they must offer no resistance to the capitalist system
save for declamations about the society of the future in which
this hated system will cease to exist!
"There can be no doubt that if the apostles of political indifference expressed themselves so clearlS the working class

*

Ridicule of the Proudhonists and Bakuninists.s2
65

of
cial
the

would send them to the devil; it
insult on the parf of bourgeois

noblemen who are so foolish or

pra
the
the

s for

that
correspond to the idealistic fantasies which these doctors of the
social sciences have deified under the title of freedom, autonomy'

anarclqf' (41).t'
(There follows a criticism of Proudhon's economic "principles".)
(("these philanthropic sectarians" -ibid.))

Another class must rise to
the administration. That's
the essence ofit.

und remark of Marx in

Not that
kind of

, that the Paris Commune

institution

demo-

a working,

cracy!!

\T,lA
legisla-

The proletariat needs-for it is capable of being both the
form and aho the instrument of the socialist revolution-n o,
democracy

of a

is the difference?
ocracy is a sham,
and so on.

Politically, in the fact that (r) proletarian
democracy is complete, uliversal, unlimited

in the

economic: its members are workers;

//
//
\\
\\

See
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higher basis

tration.
K. Kautsky (p.43, hererNB*) vulgarises: not even a shadow
of an idea abott any other rytpe of democracy.

KAUTSKY. THE SOCIAL REVOLATION
First ed. rgo2, 2rLd r9o7 (lst '/r-yr)
preface about the Russian
all
Reoolution Nevertheless the author
the time speaks about the ('state"
in general (p. I5B and others, Russ.
transl., II, S 8), about "the conquest of

with a

political power" by the proletariat (about
"the proletarian revolution", about "the
proletarian regime". ..) without rnentioning the task of "smashing the

bureauiratic-military machirie", of "destroying the state", without even a
word about fighting "the superstitious
belief in the state" . . . .
Kautsky speaks about the "struggles
for the possession of state power" (p.32,
Russ. transl., I, S a) (Um den Besitz
dieser (politischen) Macht, lst ed., p.20),
the "efforts to conquer the machinery
of state" (p.34, ibid.!!) (Bestreben die

II: The day after
the social
revolution

1852-1891

lL:91

Staatsmaschinerie zu erobern, lst
p. 2l).
II, $ 2: "Expropriation of the expropriators"-eaerywhere
it speaks simply about the state!!

*

p. 44 of this book.-Ed.

democracy
on another,

In what way? A special and new kind of "direct legislation
by the people", which Engels rejected under capitalism:84
What is necessary now is the integration of "administration"
and manual work, a change, not only of factory work, but also
from factory (agricultural, manual in general) work ro adminis-

ed.,

*

"Primitive"

See

pp. 67-10 of this book.-Ed.
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lll "Parliamentarism is in need of a revolution i'n order
lll to become viable again" (? inexact) (p.72,I, S 6).
"Democracy is indispensable as a means of ripening the
proletariat for the social revolution. But it is not capable of
preventing the social revolution" (p.74, ibid.).
*:*
I, $ 7: "Forms and W'eapons of Social
Revolution" ("Formen und Wafen der
I

t

iim;i"lri,i#f;Ji.ar:1:

h:%T*:fl

Gro8staates: seine Bureaukratie und Armee" (.instruments of the might of the
modern large state: its bureaucracy and

the army") (German lst edition, p. 4l;
Russ. transl., p.77) and yet not
a word abott surashing ("zerbrechen") the s e Machtmittel! !!
("The political strike : perhaps the most revoiutionary
weapon of the proletariat..." (Russ. transl., p. 83; German
lst edition, p. 51).. . . There may be "civil war" (Russ. transl.,
p. 79; German lst edition, p. 48) blot not armed uprisings
("bewaffnete Insurrektionen"), the troops themselves becoming
"unreliable" (p. 79), "unzuverldssig" (p. 49).)
In the 2nd pamphlet the clearest (!)
passage is this: "Still, it goes without
saying that we shall not achieve suprernand that's all!!
acy under the present conditions. Revfar too

little!

olution itself

presupposes long and
deep-going struggles, which, in themselves, will change our present political
and social structure" (Russ. transl.,
II, S 1, p.97).("Und doch ist es selbstverstlndlich (p. 4), dass wir nicht zur
Herrschaft kommen unter den heutigen

Verhiiltnissen. Die Revolution selbst
setzt lange und tiefgehende Kiimpfe
voraus, die bereits unsere heutige poli*:*And side by siderphrases and phrases: "revolutionary

Itil
68

tische und soziale Struktur verdndern
werden".) In 1890, I (Kautsky) was ffi
against the inclusion in the programme
of measures for the transition from
capitalism to socialism... (Russ. transl., -LJ
II, S 1, pp. 95-96; German lst edition,
p.3).

*ro
r\'''

'6The proletariat would realise the
democratic programme" (II, S 2,
Russ. transl., 99-101), and its listed
SS! And that's all! Not a utord about the

peculiar form of combining democracy with
the dictatorship of the proletariat!!

Precisely not
ttwhich", not

that democratic
Drogramme.. ..
ttare
Such t'monopolies" as the trusts
already today very extensive and dominate in a high degree the whole economic

life and develop with great rapidity"
(II, S 2, Russ. transl., 104).

NB re the
question
of im-

perialism

Incidentally, Kautsky has such passages ("Revolutionary Perspectives",

Neue Zeit, 24. II. 1904, XXII, 1,
p. 686): "Struggle between fiilo parts
of the troops". . . "would be only
a special form of the general premise,
'that the troops are unreliable"'. . . .
"But have we grounds for making
further investigations concerning this
special form? Speculation on the
problems of the future and the me2ns
for solving them has significance only
when it can have an influence on the
practice and theory ofthe present. . . .
Since we have rlo intention of engaging
in propaganda in the army and
inciting it to insubordination-no
69

opportunistic
agarnst

agitation
among the
troops

the parliamentary institutions and officials by proletarian
institutions of the Paris Commune typg.l

Chapter

KAUTSKY. THE ROAD TO POWER
lst ed.: 1909,2nid ed. rgro ((112 pp.)).
Subtidq "Political Speculations on rhe Growing into Revolution". (Preface to 2nd ed.: l. VII. 1910.)

II

about predicting the revolution

Revolution due to war may be caused
by weaker side placing the proletariat in
power Q9) ... but also: "Revolution, as
a result of war, may likewise come about

...

,

Kautsky

in

through an uprising of the popular masses,
when the army is broken and tired of bearing
the burden of war. .." Q9).

And that's all! Not a word in
Chapter II about making reoolutionarytse of eaery revolutionary

may
appear to be

more
moderate

passage concern-

than

ing revolution and violence!!86

lrye

Chapter III on "growing into" the
of the future"... against the "reformists" (33) and "revisionists" (34) and
ch.4.
- Chapter
- Ch"pter 4 (on will: Iie)-nothing.
Y: "Neither reaolution at
any price, nor legality at any
price...." IncidentallS from the article
of 1893 against the anarchists (and in the
1873 insurrection in Spain)-and the

really

Gcstate

and that's all

!

How exactly?

andnota ..,-, ll sky's italics]... the concept of undivided
t t,nllHfi:ll
ll i;i,u.,l ,"la ;i ttr. p,oteta.iat, as the only
i i what it I i ll form in which it canlmplernent its political
L L consists in J J ll Power" (20).
l_Ig th. whole of Chapter I (pp. 15-21) not a word either
about "smashing" the military-bureaucratic state machine,
or fighting the superstitious belief in the stare, or replacing

I
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arett

attempted assassinations of 1878 in Germany, 1884 in Austria, 1886 in America.!6
The danger said to be in that, "but the
present situation is fraught with the danger

that we rnay easily a?pear to be
filore Gmoderate' tharr, ase really are"
(59). . . if the masses lose confidence in

NB:
Sic!!!

Social-Democracy as a revolutionary party,

they will turn to anarchism (syndicalism
in France)... (60).
7t

1909:

ttwe

situation! Nothing! Cf. with Engels

in Anti-Diihing,

that in the

lll

j

"We know that historical situations cannot be created arbitrarily and that our tactics should be adjusted to them" (60).
"...Observation of the present situation leads me to the
conclusion ... that we have every reason to presume that
we have now entered a period of struggle for state institutions
and state power. .." (61).

.

Nn

,,f;;,59:
'::"ff":'-m;;\1"''Q*'i';ll"
ce country."87
ll
llif German
Chapter YI: "The Growth of Reaolutionary Elements".
Knows the role ll Incidentally: "Its (the ruling regime's)
of the bureau- ll own instruments, the bureaucracy and the
ll

cracyand

I

army [] army"

interiarr'*
ll

Onthe
question

of

NB

(63).

Chapter 7:"Softening of Class Antagonisms" (71-79). P. 76: Imperialism ...
"the annexing of overseas empires to the
territory ofa European state".. ..
"The imperialism of a great power,'
however, stands for a policy of conquests
and hostility towards other great powers. . ..

It is not workable without increased
armament...." The propertied classes, despite the distinctions between them, "all
agree in their readiness to rnake sacrifices
to mi-litarism.... The proletariat [p. 76]
alone [!!NB] forms an opposition".
Aggraoation of Class Antagonisms".
8:"The
Chapter
"foreign
Carttls, trusts, "artificial monopolies" (80)
workers with underdeveloped needs" (81). . .. High cost of
pacifism

Iiving (83).
On the
question
of pacifism!

"Idle talk about peace in the Suttner
manner does not advance us a single step
forward. Modem armaments are above all
a result of colonial polica ard imperialisrn;
it is useless carrying on peace propaganda
so long as this policy continues to exist"
(e0).

NB

"...The very policy of imperialism may
the starting point of the ruling

become

system's downfall" (96).
72

shown that war means revolution" (105).
"It (the proletariat) can no longer talk of
pretrufiure revolution". . .. "This revolutionary period" (112) (which "we have entered")
(ll2).... "The revolutionary era is beginning. . "." (ll2) (End of the pamphtret.)
Summing up: All the time about the
"revolution", especially the'opolitical
revolution", and nothing about its concretisation by Marx and Engels in 1852,
1871, 1891.88 Nothing about "smashing",

about the "parasite-state", about replacing parliamentary bodies by working

Sic!!

Precisely the
specific
features of

the political
revolution of
the proletariat
are slurred

bodies.

over.

Kautsky versus Pannekoekz Pannekoek's llll
headed: 65Mass Action and Revolution"
*

,,ffi}:t

In the opening lines Pannekoek points to "The

the Russian Revolution" (p.
rn_ents, high cost of livin-g, etc.
of state power. . .. Aim ofevery
t5

Illl

Lessons of
.. .armaconquest

Con{uest

The organisation of the maiority
will then have demonstrated its
superiority by destroying the
organisation of the ruling rrrinority''(548).
". . .The organisation of the proletariat,

Pannekoek
againsl

which we consider to be its most important

instrument of power, should not be confused with the form of the present organisa-

nekoek's italics everywhere).

the proletariat to be raised to a
exceeding the power

level

of the state; berr the

lNo.Z ll content of this revolution is the
Kautsky'sll destruction^ 9.f th9 instruments
"
;;;
ll of power of the state and their
r,,, 'T]".iT;
"J, r [,'.. ilt
f;
ll i'J1i.."r""#i

q;;i;ti;"

instruments of power of the
is followed
prole
cerning the
6y 1'/
rganisation!!
sienific

"At the end of the revolutionary process nothing remains of
this power (the material power of the bourgeoiiie and the
state)..." (550).
Further, a discourse on "action of the
masses". K. Kautsky, he says, differentiates

between

;ffi::t
i
of
s

form

lll

fC" -*"-l

.

But, we are told, "it is not ruled out
that sudden powerful uprisings of the

Iz

million-strong unorganised masses against
the government may break out in the
future" (587).
An p. 591 Pannekoek corr ect s himself,
saying that action by the organised masses
"quickly attracts" the "unorganised" and
turns the struggle into an action of "the
whole proletarian class". According to
K. Kautskn though, action by the masses
is "incalculable", meaning that "everything

lNo.3l
No.3. Kautsky's
3rd quotation
74

Wrong!

o

utorkers" (586) (Pannekoek's italics). "Mass
actions": "political actions by the organised [NB] working class outside parliament"

(ibid.)

r(

Kautsky

75

definition
of mass actions
illt

Wrong!
not enough.

Vhat is

a

revolution?

lt

correct!!

"...IJp to now the antithesis between the Social-Democrats
and the anarchists has been that the former wished to win state
power while the latter wished to destroy it. Pannekoek wants to
do both...."

correct!

destroy in this organisation, thus described?

quite

"...Vhat

does Pannekoek want to
"quotation"
from Marx!!
He happens
to be
quoting the
wrong thing!!

wants to abolish the state functions of the
officiais? But we cannot do without of,ficials
even in the party and the trade unions, let
alone in the state adrninistration. And our
prograrnme does not demand the abolition
of state officials, but that they be elected by
the people. . . . We are discussing here not
the form the administrative apparatus of the

sidestepping
the question
of illegal

'future state' will assume, but whether our
political struggle abolishes fliterally: dissolves-aufltist] the state power before we

organisations

(the cheat)!

haae captured

ministry

ir

[Kautsky's italics]. Which

with its

officials could be
abolished?" (Education? Justice?
Finance? War?) "No, not one of the

re Engels's
tttestament"el
Cheat and
scoundrel!!

present ministries will be removed by our
political struggle against the government. . . .

f

Forged the
testarnent
themselves

tion (697) and so on.)

Then $ IV: "The Conquest of State
Power", l."Destruction of the State".
This is the main thing. K. Kautsky c(quotes"
vulgarisation
No. 1, No. 2 and No. 3 (here 45-46*)of Marxism
p. 7 24- ard "concludes" :
* See pp. 74-75 of this book.-Ed.
IV, S 1
the crux of

Chapter

76

repeat, in order to prevent rni.sunderstanding: we are not discussing here the
forrn the future state will be given by the
victorious Social-Democrats, but how the
present state is changed by our opposition"

A cheat, for
Pannekoek
speaks

precisely
about

c(revolutiont'!

(725).

"...trts

object (the object of the mass

strike) cannot be to desffoy the state power
[Kautsky's italics]; its only object can be to
rnake the government compliant on sorne
specific question, or to replace a government
77

A gem of
reformism!

hostile to the proletariat by one willing to
meet it halfway [entgegenkommende]. . ."
(726).

tt...But

can

the main
point and
summation:

never, under no circumstances,

it [that is, the "proletarian" "victory"

over a "hostile government"] lead to the
destuction [Kautsky's italics] of state power;
it can lead only to a certain shiJting lYer
schiebung] of the balance of forces within
state ?ower. . ." (727).

of revolution nor a working-up of its issues.

Bernstein in Frernises accuses Marxism
"Blanquism" (Chapter II, b) and
emphatically rejects the "dictatorship of
the proletariat"; on the question of the
Paris Commune, however (quoted by me
abooe, P.31*), he idiotically confuses with

NB

of

Here he
already
speaks

substituted for the dictatorship of the proletariat. Socialism
is implemented in a reformist way; the mass strike for reforms-this is what it all amounts to. Not a word about
fighting the "superstitious belief in the state", about the
proletariat creating, not parliamentary, but "working,
executive and legislative" representative bodies. And this in
August l9l2-after The Road to', Power!-on the eve of the
Basle Manifestolle2 in a special reply to the article oL reoolution, on the "political revolution"!! Neither advocacy

of

revolution!!

Proudhon, fraudulently eo a d e s, absolutely
sidesteps the question of "smashing" the
state machine. (Cf. Bernstein, p. 183 on "the
dictatorship of the proletariat":"dictatorship of club orators and writers",p. 137 on.
primitive democracy, without paid officials,
etc., and its decline in the "free" [ha-ha!!]
development of the trade unions, Webb!!)

Adds up to
socialism

without

revolution!!
Or revolution

without
destruction
of political
power, of the

Kautsky, too, in his book

(tstate

machine"
of the
bourgeoisie!!

A gem
of idiocy!!

This is the complere wreck

of Marxism!! Lll the

of 1852-1891 are
forgotten and distorted. "The military-bureaucratic state
machine must be smashedr" Marx and Engels taught. Not
a word about this. The philistine utopia of reform struggle is
lessons and teachings of Marx and Engels

78

*

See

p. 48 of this book.-Ed.
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Commune"...
(Kautsky
evaded

it)

against

Bernstein evaded the question, saying:
"W'e can quite safely leave the solution of
the problem of the proletarian dictatorship
to the future" (p. 172). A gem! Ha-ha-ha!!
"Quite safely"ll You'd hardly get on withthe
Junkers and the Rockefellers, etc., without
a dictatorship, but I wouldn't "swear" that
the class rule of the proletariat will take the
"form of a class dictatorship". Democracy,
however, will not eliminate the need for
the class rule of the proletariat (p.172).
All this adds up to: I am for the dictatorship of the proletariat, but I do not wish to
insist on it or go into it. Neither for nor
against!!!!

Bernstein
on the "Paris

Cf. Engels
on

revolution
in.

Anti-

Dilhing!ls8

Vhat

a

vulgarisation
of Marxism!!

P. 180: We don't know either when or how the proletariat
will achieve political rule, whether in a single crash, in a number
of catastrophes or in gradual development . . . but we are a "party
of social revolution". . ..
fn connection with Bernstein's reference to Marx's words to
the effect that the working class cannot simplg lay hold of the
ready-made state machinery, K. Kautsky quotes a-p (see
above, p. 33 in this notebook*) and lets it go at that (p. 22). As
much as to say, simply arrd ready-made you catrnot, but generally

II
PLAN S, SyNOPS ES AN D NO rE.S
FOR THE BOOK "THE STATE
AND REVOLATION"96

you can!

K. MAR,X. REVOLUTION
AND COUNTER. REVOLATTON IN GERMANY94
Stuttgart, r9o7, ztrdl Edition
P. 117: "Now, insurrection is an art quite as much as war or

I

PLANS FOR THE BOOK
I

any other, and subject to certain rules of proceeding which, when

neglected, will produce the ruin of the parry neglecting them.
Those rules, logical deductions from the nature of the parties and
the circumstances one has to deal with in such a case, are so plain

and simple that the short experience of 1848 had made the
Germans pretty well acquainted with them. Firstly, never play
with insurection unless you are determined to go through with
it fiiterally: 'prepared to face the consequences of your play'].
Insurrection is a calculus with very indefinite magnitudes, the
value of which may change every day; the forces opposed to you
have all the advantage of organisation, discipline and habitual
authority; unless you bring strong odds against them you are
defeated and ruined. Secondln the insurrectionary career once
entered upon, act with the greatest determination, and on the

First published in 1930
tn Leiin Miscellany XIV

Translated from the German

* See pp. 54-55 of. this book.-^Ed.
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The Marxist Theory of the State
Historico-dogmatic

(u) or logical (p) exposition-which to

choose?

(c) Development (chronological) of Marx's and Engels's
views. 1847, 1848, 1852,12. IV. 1871, 1872,1873,1875,
1878 (Anti-Diihring), l89l (A Critique of the Erfint
Programme), (1891: preface to Biirgerkrieg*) 1894,
(18e5)

(p) The state in clan society . . .
"' The state in class socieiy. . .

'l ,---^,----,--- )
/ ""tooucuon i

Entfremilung**; How the bourgeoisie dominates in a
democratic republic.
Engels 1887. Engels 1894 (Ursprung***).
The state and revolution (and socialism).
1847 and 1848.
1852: experience ofthe French revolutions.
Experience of the Commune.... 1871; 1872;1873;1875.
The transition from capitalism to socialism:
economically: Citique of the Gotha Programme:
2 phases of communjst sociery
p o l i t i c al l y.' transition from state to n o n - s t e t e.

*
lVar.-Ed.
** Ciail
Alienation.-Ed.
*** origin._Ed.
8l

in 1894 nil.
K. Kautsky versus Pannekoek 1912.
(N/ and worse than z/.)
Experience of 1905 and 1917. "Soviets"....

3

Plekhanov

2

Plan of Pamphlet

The Marxist Theory of the State
(p. 1) Preface: Theoretical impor-

l.

Etwa:

I. fntroduction.

(The state

in

pre-class and class society.

What is ttre state?)

II.

III.

The modern state.
I Democratic republic and the Stock Exchange.
I Armaments and wars.
"The withering away of the state".
I TEs concept summeilup.

("Endlich entdeckt"e)

sprung)

armaments and wars (Engels
in Anti-Diihring)
Imperialisat " St at e tr u s t s",

l872.ss
1873.

))

r875.

VIL

Economics

of the transition

stage

from capitalism to

communism.

VIII.
IX.

olies. (!
t....ror)

ll,ll

Iv. 187l.e' lfl87t-ll
to The Corarutnist Manifesto

Vl.

36;37-38

[58-611roo

Democratic republic and the
Stock.Exchange (Engels rn Ur-

letter 12.
24.

pp.

) The tnodern state:

3.

Preface

Quotation from Urqung. preclass society without the state and
class society with the state.
What is the state? (This is all

ttknow").

1847 and 1848: "TheorY".

1852: lessons of French history and French revolutions.
Experience of the Commune.

Introduction.

thrc opportunists and Kautskyites

i

IV.

tance and urgency of the question.

p. 3716ol

Engels

way of the state".
This they remember, but criticism
qf thq "free people's state" (ibid.
Engelq in Anti-Dilhing) they
have forgotten!!
: general conclusions. Generally known views. Being general,
thcy do not touch on the question
of revolution, on the forms and

pp. 38-3916t-621

Political transition from state to "non'state".
Marxism forgotten and vulgarised.
Plekhanov 1894nil.

K. Kautsky l9l2 back.
X. Experience of 1905 and

1917.

perhaps more cautiously:
X. Conclusion
(experience of 1905 and l9l7).
82

Panegyric

to

violent

revo"lution.

lc
I and the State"* (p.Z).
* The MS was first word"4: '.Perhaps combine SS 1-3, as .The
General Theoretical Views of Marxism onihe 51.1"r7r: ""64. '
83

l0

Concreb development of Marx's and
Engels's views:
4. 1547 (The Pooerty of Philosophy)
and 1848 (Tle Comnnnist Manifesto)

p. 22 t35)
pp. 22-23135-371

Forgotten Passage: "the state,
f.e., the proletariat organised as the
rolitg class"....
I/oru organised?

5. 1852: Lessons of the French
revolutions ("smash the machine"). . ..
Engels on the "classicality" of
French history:
6. Experience of the Commune:
(y) 12.IV. 1871. (Marx's letter to
Kugelmanr.)
(6) (3r. V. ?) 28. Y. r87t. (rhe
Cioil War)
(u) Preface to The Communist
Manifesto 24.Y1.1872.
(p) Bernstein on "doctrinaire democratism"
pp. 23-24-25-26

7. Bernstein's

distortion

Kautsky's evasions

simply lay hold

of")....

and

("cennot

9.

1875. Economic basis

for

pp.2-3-4

pp. -1-2 [a-to]

* The Housing Quesion. ** At the end.-.Ed.

(6) "Preparing" the revolution.
Quid est?

(Cf. Engels

r2th p.'1(B) tSI
t1872: Zur Wohnungs-1

p. zS
of

frage*
t+ol: I
\ "abolition of the state". /
the \
/ "dictatorship
\ proletariat": p. 26 l+t1 I

84

Revolutionary
tradition.
"Messianism"? No,

of

consideration

I + p. 20 l?31 ("reactionary
mass")

"The Frenchman will
start, the German will
finish it"

1905-1917

pp.11-12 123)....
(Cf. Spectator

(f

special sheet: Kautsky:

"iiber Nacht").roa
Ad 6 to Ch. VI.
Add: "The Frenchman will start,
the German will finish it": Engels:
2. VI. 1894: pp. 11-12 122-231.

(Ch.

VI ad 6). Engels on the

peaceful way (preface 1895):

l22l (+

*

Eil.

1894-1895,

pp.43-44-4546-47 [67-80]

pp. 10-11-12.) fzt-zzl
|

+ 47 l7e-Bol

pp. 15-16-17-18L9 127-32'l
pp. 1J - (14) t23-261
-l+ r, l35l in @**
Engels undBebelJ

Pannekoek

1912 back.

pp.27-28-2930-31 142-5rl
p. 1 l7l

163-641

(r>)

[13-18],

stein.

tate.

10.

pp.5-6-7-8
p. 39 162l

1894-nil!

(y) Kautsky versus

rrazs-

e Gotha

[52-581

(B) Kautsky 1902 (The Social
Reaolution) and 1909 (The
Road to Power) very bad f
Kautsky 1899 against Bern-

p.4 ltzl

NB

pp.32-33-34-35

Chapter VI (11). Marxism vulgarised* by the opportunists.
(o) Plekhanov in the pamphlet

[10-1U

pp.39-40-41-42

S. 1873 (against the anarchists)

Engels: 1894.'

on anarchism --> ?

I

[38-41]

bis. 1891: Engels, preface to the
3rd edition
lEngels 1887: p. 23 t3q
Engels h Critique 1891.

NB: p. 27 l4L-421

p.

rr

The MS first had "forgotten".-.8d.
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1915-1916). . ..

I

Chapter VII (12). Experience of 1905
and 1917.
too5 ana
Sooiets. Quid est?

lE

.

1906, Bolsheviks' resolutionu

Same

type

Chapter

l.

Mucked up by Socialist-Revolutionaries and Mensheviks.

VII:

1e05.

Bolshevik resolution
1906. N/ in WestEuropean literature

I

as Commune.

(a)

on the state.
2. (g) 1915: Theses in

2

NOTES TO THE PLAN OF THE BOOK

Sotsial-Demokra{os

3. (y) 1917.Experience.
f
I -power.

lll
NB lll

lll

I -militia.
to
t -transition
socialism.

Transition to socialism in
.oo.rete forms of transi-

tio" (NB)....

4.

Attitudeof Socialist-Revolutionaries

(6)

and Mensheviks.
5.

(r) My

VI.

of

6.
7.

forecast in

Should I not add a ghapter (or gg to Chapter VII): concretisation ofthe tasks ofthe proletarian revolution in the light
of the Russian revolution of 1917? This is essential!
develop Chapter VII, y

1917 at Congress
Soviets!106

(()

Experience of

VIII.

VII.

and

IX.

1917.

1917.

8. "Messianism"?

Who will "start"?
9. Engels on "preparation" for the revolu-

Must add: attitude towards anarchism.
"Whose" Commune?
When, how and in what respect

is the state

unneeded?

can be included in the commentaries to Engels's
*ro
NE llThis against the anarchists in 1873.10e
llarticle

On the question of "messianism": "Was tikonomisch formaltr

tion.
Revolutionary
tradition.
Chapter

VIII

(13). Conclusion.

Necessity of changing the prograrnme
of Social-Democrats.

f s_rrp1 to_wards ttrir !^v_l
f sociatist Lab o urPartyto? I

-

outt

"...A

formal economic error may conceal a very real

economic content" (p. 8;.

11o

Draft programme of R.S.D.L.P.
in IV. and V. 1917.109
86

87

Ch. III.

Experience of the Paris Commune.
anarchists' and Social-Democrrrs'

Ch. IV. Econornic basis for transforming

3

state ($ 6, 9-10).

the state into non-

Ch. V. Qoncluding arguments of Engels in the 1890s
(S 10 D,r.
Ch. VI. Marxism forgotten and vulgarised.

PLANS FOR THE BOOK'S CHAPTERING

Ch. VIL

Experience of 1905 and 1917.

Ch.

Conclusion.*

VIII.

I
Perhaps SS 1-3 should be combined as an introduction (or
Section I?): "General theoretical views of Marxism on the state"

to know up

,l'#Jfi#,l

1

(p) 1852, as a summing-up of the experience of France; (y)
of 1871:main thing and (6) a r6sum6 of 1891
(1894- 1847 :47 years)).

exferience

2

Chapter I.

II.
II[.

IY.

Marx's and Engels's well-known views on the state.
Experience of 1789-1851 surnmed up.
Experience of 1871.
How the state began to whither away.*
3

Etwa: The

Marxist Theory of the State

(and the tasks of our revolution).

Preface.

Ch. I.
Ch.

II.

General theoretical (the wrong word) (General?)
views of Marx and Engels on the state.
Concrete development of these views: experience of
1848-1852.

* This text

is written by Lenin in red pencil over the other text.

Above it, in a frame, are the words

"no good".- Ed.

88

* This text is written by Lenin in blue pencil. Above it, in ink, the
contents of the pamphlet.-Ed.
89

4

5

PLAN OF THE PREFACE

MATERIAL FOR CHAPTER III OF THE BOOK
I

SYNOPSTS OF QUOTATIONS FROM MARX'S
THE CIVIL WAR IN FRAN0PLII

P

-(p)
light

I.

s the

Abolition of the standing army (p.28143) No. l).
Officials: revocable, and from among the workers: (p. 28
143-44)No.2).

Police stripped of political attributes and revocable (p. 28
[a+] No.4).
Ditto other officials (p.28144) No.
For wages G,.28l44l No. 6)....

5).

Loss of their privileges (p. 28 [++] No. 7)....
Dissotrution of churches (p. 28 [a+] No. 8).
Judges (p.28 [++) No. 9).
P.30 [47] No. 17.

II.

III.

The Commune not a parliamentary, but a working bod5
legislative and executive (p.28l44l No. 3).
NB: Not parliarnentarians, but people's representatives:
p.29 [45-46) No. 13.
Commune : organisation of the whole of France:
[as] No. trO
and of central power: p. 29 l+sl No. I l.
"Unity of the nation": p.29 145) No. 12.

p. 29

X) : Commune not : medieval, btt new: p. 29 l+0)
No. 14; down with the parasite state: pp. 29_3,0 [+0]

15.
idem p. 30146-47) No. 16.
IV. >> : Political form at last discovered: p. 30 l471No. 18.
No.

* Originally, the MS had: "(u) Rea-son-(???): disputes on the differentiatidn of Marxism and anarch sm." - Ed.
90

V.

Conditions of

allthis: p.30
9l

147)

No.

19

and p.

3l

l47l

2

FIRST SYNOPSIS OF CHAPTER III
l. Attempt to "smash" the state machine.
What to replace it with? Abolition of the standing army

2.
3.

4.
5.
6.
7.

6

and

officialdom.
Not parliamentary, but working bodies.
How to organise national unity.
Down with the parasite state.
At last discovered.

MATERIAL FOR CHAPTER IV OF THE BOOK

Conditions.

PLAN OF CHAPTER IV
3

SECOND SYNOPSIS OF CHAPTER

Chapter IV.

l.

111TT2

Etwa:
t. What made the Communards' attempt heroic? p. 18.
2. What is to replace the smashed state machine? p. 2I.
3. Abolition of parliamentarism*: p. 24.
4. Organisation of national unity**: p.29.
5. Abolition of the "parasite" state***: p. 32.
6. Political form for the transition to socialism "at last discovered".

IV.

s4.

Criticism of the Programme.
4. Criticism of the draft Erfurt Programme.
$ 5. Engels 1891, preface.
$ 6. Engels 1894: against demotacy.
$

ROUGH DRAFT OF A PLAN FOR CHAPTER

IlI.

Chapter

Engels 1891.
4

Etwa:
Chapter

Engels 1872.

2. Engels 1873 and Marx.
3. Engels 1875.
Dic atorship of the proletariat. Distinction from anarchism.
Commune was not "a state in the proper sense of the word,,.1la
4. Engels 1891.

1, In what way has The
2.

III

2

Cornrmtnist Manifesto

become out-of-date?
Analysis of the significance of,the Commune.

MaIx.****

SYNOPSIS OF QUOTATIONS FROM F. ENGELS'S
THE HOUSTNG QUESTTON
Engels 1872

1) expropriation of houses and dwellings

* The MS originally had: "3. Not parliamentary, but working
bodies."-.8d.
** The MS originally had: "flow to organise the unity of the
nation."-.8d.
*** The MS originally had: "Down with the 'parasite'-the
state."
**r*-Ed.
Points I arad 2 are crossed out by Lenrn.-Ed.
92

2) "to remedy immediately"
3) letting of houses remains
4) dictatorship ofthe proletariat
5) "abolition of the state". . . .
93

7

PLANS OF CHAPTER VrI (UNWRTTTEN)

6. Kornilov revolt.
Demoralisation of Mensheviks and S.R.s.
Fraud of l4-19.JX.116

7. "Messianism". Who will

start? I or this
|

1. New "creation of the people" in the Russian revolution: the
Soviets.

The lessons of 1905.
3. Eve ofthe 1917 revolution. 1915 theses.
4. Experience of the 1917 revolution. The Soviets and their
role. III-IV. The beginning and perspectives.
5. Soviets prostituted by the Mensheviks and SocialistRevolutionaries. Decline of the Soviets.
V-VIII. Decline.
6. Kornilov revolt.lla IX. Betrayal by leaders of the lst enrolment.
2.

Yll. Experience of the Russian Reaolutions
of 190 5 q.nd 191 7 : p. 85of the people" in the revolution.
r l.
anov 1906115)'
Etwa: I
(1906 resolutions of the Mensheviks
or E I 2.
Chapter

l.

3. Eve of 1917 revolution: theses of X. 1915.
4. Experience of 1917. Mass enrtrusiasm,

Soviets.

(Their wide scope and their weakness: petty-bourgeois
dependence.)

5. Prostitution of the Soviets by the S.R.s and Mensheviks:
94

95

in -l

"conclusion'?

i

and Engels's theory of the

of

1848-1852.*
Concrete

l.

state.

.
'I

CONTENTS OF THE BOOK

l)"'

Or like this:
(p. 2) Chapter I.

Ch.

III.

$ 1.

Experience of the Paris
Commune.

II.

a. Marx

(1871)

und 1873. (1872: Ma.rx und

1.-(p.2)

The state-a

Continuation.

II.

perhaps
Chapter

I
I

Lof the reoolution )

Tide should bez The State and Reaolution.
Subtide: The Marxist Theory of the State and the Tasks of the
Proletariat in the Reoolution.

Original:

Experience of

J 6;icy;;
tasks

8

Preface: (p.

I.

Engek).

product

?

of the irreconcilability of
class antagonisms. .

$

2.
3.

Paris Commune. Marx's
analysis, pp. 1B-34.
$$ 1. What made the Communards' attempt heroic?

-p.

are struck

is to

replace the

smashed state machine?-

p.21.
Abolition of parliamentarism: p. 24.

men", prisons, etc.-

** This text is crossed out in the MS.-Ed.
*rr* Jhg tJrr6lds "and the Stock Exchange" following this
out in the MS.-Ed.

18.

What
3.

class society."-.8d,

III. The state and

revolution. Experience of the

Special bodies of 'carmed

class.-p. 5.
4.
The "wittrering away" of
$
the sate and violent revolution: pp. 8-11.
Chapter II. Concrete histor- Chapter II. The state and
ical development of Marx's
revolution. The experience
* The MS was originally worded: "The state in pre-class and

96

Chapter

.

The state***-an instrument for the exploitation of the oppressed

The eve of the revolution:
P. 11.

t872, L873,1875.

4.

p. 3 in fincm.
$

Pp. 11=18.

2. The revolution summed

II. p. Engels

p.2.

1848-1851.

5.

Organisation of national
unity: p. 29.
Abolition of the parasite
state-pp. 32-U.

6.

Chapter IV. The state and
revolution. III. Summing
up by Engels in the 90s.**
Qupplementary explana-

Uons.

IV. Continuation. Supplementary explanations by
Engels... pp. 34-52.
1. The Housing Question...
p. 34.

Chapter

2. Controversy with the
anarchists. .. p. 36.
* Thetextfromtheword "concrete" to "L852" is crossed out in
the MS.-Ed.
** The text from the words "The state" to "the 90s" is crossed out

in the MS.-Ed.

3. Letter
(p. 3e).

to

Bebel:

p.

39

3.

{

pp. 40-46.
5. The 1891 introduction to
Marx's The Cioil War in
France:

pp.4G50.
6. Engels on the "overcoming" of democracy:
pp.50-52.
Chapter V. The economic basis
of the withering away of the

1905 and 1907:

First published in full n
in Lmin Miscellany XXI

Printed from the manuscript

L933

P. sz.
Pp. 5z-7o.
l. I p. 53 | Presentation of the
question by Marx, p. 53.

from

capitalism to communism:

p. 55.
3. First* phase of communist
society: p. 59.
4. The higher phase:
pp. 63-70.
Chapter VI. The vulgarisation of
Marxism by the opportunists:

pp.70-84.
l. Plekhanov's controversy

with the

anarchists:

pp.7V7L.

*

Kautsky's

controversy

with the opportunists:
p.7r-76.

The MS originally had the wotd "Lower".-Ed.
98

p. 85.

Written July-September 1917
First published in part in 1931
in the journal Bolsheaik No. 17

state.

The transition

pp. 76-84.

VII. The experience of
the Russian revolutions of

39 a,b, c

the Erfurt Programme:

2.

controversy

Chapter

4. Criticism of the draft of

2.

Kautsky's

rryith Pannekoek:

99

S. 14: "different type" (inexact). . . S. 14: the state : "political

expression

of

broad (all-

embracing?) socio-economic

MATERIAL FOR THE UNWRITTEN ARTICLE
.coN THE QUESTTON
OF THE ROLE OF THE STATE'

S.

t5-16:

saucture" (???)
distinction between Marxists and anarchists
on the question of the state incorrect (cf. AntiDiihriltg,3. Auflage, S. 3rJl'?3).

on state capitalism. Interesting. Legal, in essence

NOTES ON N.I. BUKHARIN'S ARTICLE
..ON THE THEORY
OF THE IMPERIALIST STATE''118

*'ll

Notes on Bukharin's Article ll

ll

against the budget, etc.)

ilt

(a)
?

;;t*:r::::':

Social-

pinciple
. (Voting

) lll

lll "Sociological theory of the state": This is given by Marxism. . . (?)

"

p.
D
to

lI

("On the Theory of the Imperialist State")
On the tleory of the imperialist state.

r

ll
NB ll
il

the most gmerat organisation of the ruling

power. Pleonasm. Tautology). . . the proletariat "abolishes

its own dictatorship", "driving home the last nail in the
coffin of the state. . . " (last sentence of the article).

Written not later than August 1916

Loria11, (7)?
S. 712o-quotation from

First published in L932
in the journal Bolshetih No.

Printed from the manuscript

22

Engels 15.137.3. Auflage 1889 \ (")
\ S. 180. 6. Auflage / inexact

('t".flT.1?;','.)

(p) Niederhaltung not : enslavement,

6. Auflage

but holding down. . ..
(y) Ausnahmsweise** cases. . ..

: S. 177
IS. tt-quotation from Engels (3. Auflage, S.6.135
Auflage).r2l
{
[Engels in Neue Zeit,XXXlI, l, S. 32 (?) ("Dell'Autoriti";.rzz
S. 13: the state "withering away" (at greater length?).

* According to the

**

general

rule.-Ed.

By way of exception.-Ed.
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REMARKS ON N.I. BUKHARIN'S ARTICLE
..THE IMPERIALIST ROBBER STATE''124
Iq

M. 2l ol Ar-

The imperialist

beiterpolitikL26

lEbber I sate
not
only
tac-

tical

savs F. Ensels (ltalian article "Dell'Autoriti"
priblished il Ne'ue Zeit No. 32, l, p. 39), "are
igreed that the state, and with it political authoriry,
will disappea. lEt ."*h.-fl| the coming social
" that public functions No. 3
revolution, tha-is,
will lose their political character and become
mere adminisffative functions of watchingover
social interests." It is Engels again who writes in

tionrbtttof the state organisation,of the state,
If a countryloses its independence, it does

io.*r.t

notion of class nrle. A classless state is iust as
meaningless as, say, classless capitalism or dry
watet. Karl Marx expressed thiqin the following
words: "Even radical and revolutionary politicians," he writes (see "Critical Remarks etc.",
Literary Heritage, Yol, 2, P. 50), "seek the root
of the evil not in the essence of the state, but
in a definite state form, in place of which they
want to establish another." Altogether different
are the aims of the socialists: "Al1 socialists,"

ll
tl

state organisation ceases to exist. The inoffensive word "country" thus covers the

:

rrot (ctlhis"

No.3 !

(services)

and tears, enslavement and oppression,
robbery and murder. All the "braver" are
the many of those who have "learned
anew".
who-quite consistentlvanew", those who-ouite
consistentlyfrom the point of vierv of defence of the
fatherland, had begun to glorify rhe state,
to sing rapturous hymns of praise in
honour of "statesmanship" with all
all its
hallowed attributes, beginning with prostituted science and religion and eniling
with the Army and Navy and even police

ilt

ill robber state

in

particular.

whole machinery of state where it will then
belong: into a museum of antiquities, by the side
of the spioning-wheel and the bronze axe
(p. 140).* STith the abolition of the class social
* In this connection we would like to point
out that it is quite erroneous to seek the

x

The state is a historical category. That means

1) acts

that the state 1) does not represent an eternal
law of society, but only a transitory 2) social

2) phenomenon formation. In other words: the state

arises only

at a certain stage of developrnent and shor:ld, on

the contrary, disappear at another stage of
development. It originates as an organisatibn of
the ruling class, and herein lies its essence, lt is
x................_x

omitted in No. 25 of Arbeiterpolirrft (9.

t02

XII.

fgf 6).

distinction between the socialists and anarchists

correct

in the fact that the former are supporters and
the latter opponents of the state. Actually, the
distinction lies in the fact that revolutionary
Social-Democracy wants to organise new social

production as a centralised, that is, technically
more progressive production, whereas decenttalised anarchist production would merely mean
a step backward towards the old technics, the
old form of production.
103

wron&
incomplete

and their interconnections through combined
enterprises and big banks have completely

wrong??

the old forms. Whereas the preimperialist epoch was characterised by indioifual
changed

?

The church?
etc.

capitalist property, that of modern financecapitalist economy is characterised by the
callectioe property of capitalists united organisationally among themselves. But the same
process is to be observed not only in the field of
economics. It has spread to all spheres of class
life. And if the working class is creating its trade
unions, political organisations, co-operatives,
cultural and educational circles, etc., the

organisation of

the
her

of exploitation
but the entire

preserving, upholding and extending

all

the

conditions for "normal" exploitation. In case of
any danger, the state, with all its-in the final
analysis

military-forces comes out agtilaiEE

bourgeoisie is doing this on a much bigger scale.
In this way are formed all kinds of bourgeois

class organisations: in economic life-associations of employers, trusts, etc., in the political

field-political parties with all ramifications;
scientific field all kinds of scientific

in the

quantitative side of this phenomenon is different,

type of
PY ttre

tn

organisations, which, when needed, become tire
faithful and obsequious servants ofthe capitalist
predator, etc.; ultimately the state grows more

our

es, that

and more
does n

universal militarisation assumes colossal, un-

precedented magnitude.

t

I organisation

-Tfgjlglg_Ejl];Il-em6ractns
ofln-Iuting
class. Tn tEelreiffirialist

"It

was,

a
formed
haoe

II

No. 4:

coiossa@

epoch

,{
,

such is the typical picture of the old economics.
individual cap-

rf

i

{

middle

I

ce of the

of big capital
have called into being certain new fbrmi of
economic life, which, of course, ippEarecl as
special forms of class life. The formation of

employers' associations, trusts, syndicates, etc.,
Lenin's remark appUgs also to a sirnilar term used by Bukharin
at the end of this section. The words are encircled by Lenin and joined
together by an arrow.-Ed.

This is the latest stage of development, which
became manifest most clearly. during the war.

Most important of all is the merging of the state
with the economic organisations. State rcgttlation of production is

taking place

the capitalists'

class and the triumphant march

and transrulhry class.

bor.rrgeois organisation

No.4

That
properly speaking, econo
merely an
indivi
organisation."
on his own and has to do only with his workers,
and to whom the state ensures only the general
conditions for his "right of exploitation"-

these forms

i

'i

*

*

all, by the
the field of
for financial
(the repayment of war loans, etc.) as well as
for state military reasons (the need of war
materials); secondly, by a special system of

'"r,,hat
is known as "ioint enterprises" in which the
state and the economic organisations of the

owner
in tlre sphere
introduction of state trad,e
employers are common

thing

is taking place

,

merging of state and "private" banking houses,
fixed prices, state interference in the distribution
of products-all this signifies the absorption of
the economic life by the state organisation. The

economy" becomes more and more
"national
a ttstate economy", a '<state-capitalist trust".

rl

No. 5. But jt is not only the state and the purely

,j

104

The
the

1:

105

No.5:

*

lThey can
lll force, arrd
lll actron rs a

Etatisation of
labour power,
as expressed

lll st.,rggt".

in the English
law on military
equipment, in
the German
"auxiliary
service to the
fatherland", etc.,
is an inevitable
outcome of this
process

I

1

I

organisation of the ruling class, is turned
)\ the only
an organisation that exists side by side with

into

others
tion w
is the

k
to

of statehood.*

No. 6 "real"
(in No. 25)
(obviously a

misprint!!Or
a slip of the

pen).

t

J

I

III

The development of world economy leads
to the sharpesr stnrggle of the state-organised
"national economies". On the other hand
a reverse effect on the
And if the tYPe described
it were, the ideal No. 6
picture of an imperialist state, a stage-reachEd
only by the most developed states, then every
day, especially every day of arar, leads to an
extension of this phenomenon. This sets to the

,i

proletariat the task of adjusting itself to the new
situation. Clearly, the imperialist I robber I state

i

is systematic plunder of the
weak nations, the colonial countries, eto

#

mission outside

I

is the highest form of bourgeois class organisa-

tion. This organisation's means of violence

are

colossal. W'e have only to remember modern
militarism. Thus the workers are confronted with

the united forces of the whole bourgeoisie.
a
screen
of honeyed words about "war socialism" the
l-'Under

yellow "Social-Democrats" acclaim none other than the imperialist

ffistate

t

r

IEastlilould be, the educator of the masses, it is
now more than ever necessary to emphasise its
hostility in principle to the state. He is a traitor

ffiial-patriots

of

6

i

4

f,i

by the state, tllre lqg4el_glglqy of the socialist
proletaflat.
The present war has shown how deeply the
roots of state organisation have sunk into ltre
minds of the workers. But that same war has also
shown that this psychology is retreating more
and more into the background. This is a process
which has a certain analogy with the previous
age. As in the past the workers who lived in
patriarchal relationship with their master considered the interests of their exploiter as their
own, so now too do the proletarians fight for
the interests of their exploiters and plunderers.
But just as ttre factory iteam-hammer smashed
these idyllic relations, so will impeialism destroy
the slave mentality of the
pressure of war, under
violence, the proletariat
s(just war", a war against

xx

lll

XX

of all this

in No. 25 of Arbeiterpolitik,

qruiite

adifferentending
to the effect that
"weLeft radicals"
agree with the
social-imperialists that capital

t

[

]

recognise as
necessary the

"oictory of the
proletariat

ooer the imperialist state".

|

(sic!)

I

omitted in No. 25 of Arbeiterpolitih.

tU7ritten in November, not before
18 (December 1), and in December,
not before 5 (18), 1916, in German
and Russian

Printed from the text

of

the

newspaper jzg end- I nt ernati onale

with Lenin's remarks

.f

/

'i

First published in 1933 in the
I. Lenin. Remarks on
N. L Bukhain's Articles on the
pamptrlet: V.

Srara (Russ. ed.)
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Nota bene

I
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lieu
I LNo. 7-In
glding
I
I

I

of

development.

T

Translated from the German

i
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3
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PLAN OF THE ARTICLE '5ON THE QUESTION
oF THE R.OLE OF TIIE STATE"126

Democratic reforms of imperialists and the soc. revolution.
Marx in 1844 (Nachlafr, II. Band, S. 50, end of penultimate
paragraph).127

ffi,rr,r, but offsetting socialism to politicr.
ll Against the purely political radicalism
ritt ts+zt
[LeP
Engels ("Dell'Autoriri" on
(+)

*Y]J

.

l:lglyli?p.. . . 1rt
on organisation.
Maru (ebenda) ((\eue Zeit, 32,I, I9l3-19I4))
on political influence and the struggle for
on revolutionary use of state power. . ..12e

On the Question of the Role of the State
Communist or Social-Dernocrat?
Socialism and communism. (Full comm rniry of consumer

_^_

]l

(+)

concessions-

goods or at least those that are essential.)
also is the state. Absterben . . .. ,,Withering away,,
^Democracy
ofthe
state.

Wtry not Abschaffung* and not Sprengung**?

"Allmdhliches Einschlafen",t** of one-funition after another.
Without democracy:without the governing of people.
"Roots of state organisation in the minds of the workers,,?
Opportunism and revolutionary Social-Democracy.
Dictatorship of the proletariat.

Boils down to revolution versus opportunlsrn ll

fftf

lltt

'W'ritten not before November

l), 1916
First published in 1933
it Lenin Miscellany XXI
(December

Role of democracy:

Education of the masses
Their switch-over to the new order

18

Printed from the manuscript

Form of soc. reoolution: unions of 1905.
Imperial_ ism: the s-tate and economic organisations of the capitalists. " State-capitalist trusts" . . . .

*
** Destruction.-Ed.
*** Explosion.-.8d.
"Gradual dying down",-Ed.
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NOTE

S

NAME INDEX

NOTES

The manuscript of Marxism on the State is a blue-covered notebook

, _ When returning to Russia from Switzerland in Aprll 1917, Lenin
left the manuscript of Marxism on the State and other material abroad

Vhen
ask
The State
collected
include Engels's
Ma*'s letter to
and other materi

9L7,

Lenin

t foi

erial
nor
French Workers' Partv.
of the Paris Communi:,
e.

t13

2 This table of contents was written by Lenin on the cover of the
notebook Marxism on the State. The author indicates the pages of the
manuscript on the right. The pages of the present book are given in
p.5
square brackets and small type.
8 The reference is to Marx's The Ciail War in France. (See Manr,
Engels, Selected lf,/orks it three volumes, Vol. 2, Moscow, 1969, pp.
p.7
178-244.)
a Marx, Engels, Selected Works, Vol. 1, Moscow, 1969, p. 99.

p.7

6

Man<, Engels, Selected lV'orks, Yol,

6 Marx,

l,

Moscow, 1969, p.

100.

Engels, Selected W'orks, Yol. 2, Moscow, L969,p.217.

p.7

p.8

Tt-r. unabridg^ed text_of-Engels's Introduction was published for the
-

^ time in the Soviet Union in
first
8

1930.

p. g

Marx, Engels, Selected Correspondence, Moscow, 1965, pp. 262-63.

p.8

o Lenin
written o
his book

ch Socialist palix
bv V. Stettov
- in

L9t3.

p.

12

Marx, Engels, Selected Conespondence, Moscow, L965, p. 253.

7

P.

The reference is to the Introduction to Marx's The Class Stuggles
in France, 1848 to 1850 written by Engels for a separate publication of
the work in Berlin in 1895 (see Marx, Engels, Selected Works, Vol. l,
Moscow, 1969, pp. 186-204).
Before the Introduction was published, the Executive of the German
Social-Democratic Party, in view of the tense situation in the country
due to the discussions in the Reichstag of the draft of a new AntiSocialist Law, insistently urged Engels to tone down what they called
the excessively revolutionary sphit of the work and make it more
cautrous.

Under pressure from the party Executive, Engels agreed to delete

some passages in the proofs and change certain formulations, as a result

of which the original text of the Introduction "suffered somewhat",
as Engels put it.
On March 30, L895 Vorwiirts, the Central Organ of tfre German

Social-Demoqatic Party, printed a leading article, in which the authors
cited, without the knowledge ofEngels, passages from his Introduction
specially selected and taken out of the context, which produced the
impression that Engels was a worshipper of "legality quand mAme"
(at any p
tested to Liebknecht, editor of
views. In his letters to Kautsky
Vorwcirts,
1895, Engels expressed his deep
of April 1
ext ofthe
indignation and insisted on the
ssion will
Introduction in Die Neue Zeit,
also with
be wiped out". Nevertheless, i
some cuts.

After Engels's death, Bernstein and other ideologists of revisionism
and opportunism concealed the full text of the Introduction from the
readers-though they had the manuscript at their disposal-and
distorted the content of the printed text; they alleged that in his Introduction (which they presented as his "political testament") Engels
had revised his former views and almost adopted a revisionist stand.
By falsq references to Engels, the revisionists sought to cover their
departure fiom Marxism and their attacks on its revolutionary principles.

tt4

S

10 Marx, Engels, Selected Cotespondenca, Moscow, 1965, pp.263.
p.9
11 Marx, Engels, Selected Comespondence, Moscow, 1965, p. 2Lg,
- p. l0

See

Manr's letter to Kugelmann dated June 18,

1821.

p. lO

Marx, Engels, Selected Corespondence, Moscow, L965, p. 263.
p.

15 Marx, Engels,

Selected LVorks,

Vol,

l,

l0

10

Moscow, 1969, pp. 476-17.

p.lr

rG Man<, Engels, Selected Works, Vol. 1, Moscow, L969,p.396.
p.

IEngels,
S-ee

Karl

Marx,__The Eig_hteenth Brumaire

Selected W'orks,

Vol. 1, Moscow,

L2

of Louis Bonaparte (Marx,
iSaS,

p. +Zl).

' p.-Ii

18 See Marx's letter ro Kugelmann dated April 12, lgTl (Marx.
' p. 12
Engels, Selected Correspondence, Moscow, L965, p. 262i.

le

Man<, Engels, Selected Worhs, Yol. 2, Moscow, 1969rp.355.

p.72

20 Marx, Engels, Selected lYorks, Vol. 3, Moscow,

2t

Marx, Engels, Selected

Coruespondence,

1970,

p.

27.

p.12

Moscow, 1965, p. 265.

p.

22 Marx, Engels, Selected Works, Vol. 3, Moscow,

1920, pp. 42g-3g.

23 Maur/Engels, Werke, Bd. 38, Berlin, 1968, S. 125-27.
24 Marx, Engels, Selected Works, Vol. 3, Moscow, 1970, pp.
115

13

p.73
p.

13

433-37.

p.

18

23

See Introduction by Frederick Engels to Marx's The Ciail War in
France (Marx, Engels, Selected WorksrYol.2, Moscow, 1969, p. 184)-.

p.

26 The

reference is to Engels's letter "Reply
of. S tichsis che Arb eiter- Zeiutng" .

18

to the Editorial Board

M1y-Iaiscd tJre-qgestion of_the dictatorship of the proletariar as earrv
V. I. Lenin, Collected Worhs, Vot. ZS, p'p. aii_ir.-- '-^-'

as 1852 (see

p.20

Engels, Selected Works, Vol.
1'^-I1g-",
137, 126.

l,

Moscow, 1969, pp.

ltg,

p.zo

34 Frede'i'ck
"A Critique of the Draft Social-Democratic proof 1891Er^r^ge-ls-,
" (Marx, Engel6, S elected Wo*i V ol. l rN,i;;;;%ia?6,

gramme

pp.435

and436).

p.zt

35 Matx, Engels, Selected lVorks, yol. 2,
Moscow, 1969, p, lg8.
p.2t
30 The reference is to Engelq
ue dated. Februarv
ie87; O"i"-lr;Z7',
l9^q4 Yay.7z 1886; Novemb
1890; March 6 and June 2,

"'
at

18

p.2i

ocio_political journal which appcared
tg99 to June l9l4 in paris in^Frenctr

organ or the
,r*u*,-a da,y
isocral-Ijemocrattc
published in Berlin from 1g9l to
lJarry,".-,r"r::"::::";ar
""1:-,
1933.

Berlin, 1963, S. 68-70).
Social-

it

2,

27 Marx, Engels, Selected Works, Vol. 2, Moscow, 1969, p.
28 Marx, Engels,

Selected Works,

Vol. 3, Moscolv, 1970,

20 See I(arl

ly'rar:t., The Eighteenth Brumai.re of
(Man<, Engels, Selected Worki, Vol. 1, Moscow, L969'p.

p'

298.

p.

-^
19

^^
p.20

Louis Bonaparlg

30

See Marx's letter to Kugelmann of April L2,
Selected Correspondence, Moscow, 1965, pp.

it

p. 20

IBTI (Marx, Engels,

40 Marx, Engels, Selected Correspondence, Moscow,
41 Marx, Engels,

4:t

See Engels's letter to A. Bebel, Mggh L8-28, 1875^;-Ku4-$uS,
"Critique o-"f the Gotha Programme"-(Marx, Engels, Selected\YorQ,
p.zo
Vol. 3,'Moscow, 1970, pp. 31-37' 11-30)'
32 Inthe second edition of his bookThe State and Reztolutionpttblttshed'
led "The Presentain 1919,

l't

31

tion ofi
from M

contains an extract
1852, showing that

116

Sclected

Worhsryol.2, Moscow,

qz Marx, Engels, Selected
Correspondence, Moscow,

p.2O

262-63).

was the orsan of the

f the French-

19

438.

477).

885 as the theoretical

was
1888

p.

p.2I

A,Larx,

1969,
1965,

Marx/Engels,Werhe, Bd.39, Berlin, 196g, S. 254-56.

Sce

p,

p.

2L

472,

p.22

pp,

1ZB_g9.

p.22

Engels, Selected Correspondence, Moscow, L965,

{6 See Letter of F. Engcls
1887.
40

1965,

Socialist

p.'

4g7.

p,

486,
p.22,

p.22

p.23

to paul Lafargue, Lonclon, November 22,

p.23

l,etter of F, Engels to paul Lafargue, London, October 27,
p.2a

18e0.

LT7

17 New-Yorker Volkszeitung -a daily newspaper of the German
So"i"f-b"*ocrats in the'U.'s'6" p"Uiitt"d i^n New York from 1878

tol932.

P'23

60 Marx, Engels,
126, 127,-

lLo:LL.

Selected Works,

Vol.

1, Moscow, 1969,

pp. 118-I9,

p. 37

60 Marx/Engels, W'erke' Bd, 21, Berlin, L962' S. 350, 351.
p.38
01 Marx, Engels, Selected WorhsrYol,2, Moscow, 1969, pp. Zl7-1!:

322-23.'

-

p.39

62

See Frederick Engels, Preface to the second edition of. The Hguqng
Question (Marx, Engels, Selected W'orks,Yol' 2, Moscow, 1969, p. 303). ^

p.39

63 Marx, Engels, Selected lYorks, Yol. 2, Moscow,
40 Marx, Engels,

Selected Works,

Vol.

3, Moscow, 1970,

pp'

'i.'L

354-55.
64
du
Co

pam
-Par
terna

Selected lVorks,

Vol' 3, Moscou', tSzO, ee' tt;Zl,

p.40

Rdaolution. A-propo,s
mune, etc-membres du
P. 40

05 Marx, Engels, Selected WorksrYol.2, Moscow,

51 Marx, Engels,

1969, pp. 333-34,

1969,

f#*:i

Works, Vol. 3, Moscow, tolOt ov' zf;zln

54 Marx, Engels,

Selected

65 Marx, Engels,

Selected lVorks,

1969, pp. 2\7-2:1:

P.47

Engels , Selected Works, Yol. 2, Moscow, 1969, pp. 2261227.

p.48

7o The reference is to Engels's Introduction to Matx's The Cittil War
(see Marx, Engels, Selected Works, Vol. 2, Moscow, 1969,
pp. 178-89).
P.s2

in France

1t In Engels's manuscript, the word "Social-Democratic" was used
here instead of the word "German". The substitution was made by the
editors of Die Neue Zeit wheln Engels's work was being published.

p.57

Vol. 3, Moscow, tOlOt OV' tl;.t?,

?2 Marx, Engels, Selected lVorhs, Yol. 2, Moscow, 1969, pp.
183,

60 Marx,

p.4l

p.42

6s Marx,

of Peace and Freedom-bourgeois pacifist organisation
The League
-Swit:zerland
in 1867 bv pettv-bourgeois republrc*L}$
in

3561370.

86 See Engels's letters to Kautsky dated January 3, March 25 an.d
April l, 18i5.
P.42
01 Manr, Engels, Sel.ected WorksrYol. 2, Moscow, 1969, pp' 217-30.
68 Marx, Engels, Selected W'orks, Vol. 2, Moscow,

53

pp'

Engels, Selected WorksrYol.3, Moscow, 1970, pp'

32'3T3:i

67 Karl Nlarx, The Potterty of Philoxophy, Moscow, l966rp' l5l' p' 35
68 Marx, Engels, Selected Works, Vol. l, Moscow, t969re' L26.'u,
1tB

18-0,

p.57

186,'187-89.

?3 This refers to Engels's letter to A. Bebel of March 18-28,

1875

(see Marx, Engels, S;lected'Works, Vol. 3, Moscow, 1970, pp. 3L-37).

p.57

74 Marx, Engels,

Selected Works,

Yol. 2, Moscow, 1969, p.

119

240-

-p.58

?5 Man<, Engels,
76 Marx, Engels,
77 Marx, Engels,

78

Selected Works,

Vol. 1, Moscow,

1969,

Selected lYorks, Yol. 3, Moscow, 197O
Selected Vorks, Vol. 3, Moscow,

p.

401.

p. 58

pp. 327-28.
p.59

7s Marx/Engels, lYerke, Bd. 22, Berlin, 1963, S. 4L7-18.
80 See Marx, Engels, Selected WorksrYol.2, Moscow, 1969,
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Bonaparte and Tke Ciail lYar in France, and Engels's "A Critique of the
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was made by Lenin on a separate sheet appended to

p.72
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Drafi Social-Democratic Progtamme of 1891".
8e The reference is to the all-Russia political suihe in October 1905,

the manuscript and containing this paragraph and the following one
from Engels's article "On Authority".
Lenin points out that in his article "The Imperialist Robber State"
Bukharin does not quote Engels's words in full.
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82 This remark was made by I-enin on a separate sheet appended to

the manuscript and containing part of this pardgraph from Marx's
article "Der politische

Indiflerentismus".
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86 The

s0 This refers to the December

armed uprisings

in

Russia

in

1905,

in the Moscow suburbs.

reference is-to the following events:
The workers' uprising in Spain in the summer of 1873 was initiated
by the so-called Intransigents, republicans voicing the interests of the
urban petty bourgeoisie, and by anarchists, followers of Bakunin. The
insurgents demanded the conversion of Spain into independent cantons
on the model of Switzerland. The uprising spread to a number of
Spanish provinces and towns including Seville, Granada and Valencia,

but was brutally put down. The anarchists' adventurist tactics did
great harm to the revolutionary movement of the Spanish working class.
The anarchists did not help to unite the independent actions of each

town and province, thereby preventing the possibility of a general
offensive. For a criticism of the anarchists' tactics in this uprising, see
Engels's The Bakuninists at Work, Moscow, 1971.
The attempts on the life of Wilhelm I by Max Hcidel on May 11,
1878 and Karl E. Nobiling on June 2, L878, were used by Bismarck as
a pretext for introducing the Anti-Socialist Law in October 1878.
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in 1917" (Collected lVorks, Vol. 31, p.

536).

01 The reference is to Engels's Introduction to Marx's The
Struggles in France, 1848 to

1850.
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82 The Basle Manifesto-a manifesto on war adopted by the Extraordinary International Socialist Congress held in Basle on November
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I03 The reference is to the

sheet containing an extract from Kautskv,s
article "Banditenpolitik" published in Die Neue Zeit No,l for Octo6er
6, 1911. The extract ended as follows: "It (our election struggle) may
turn into a struggle for power ovetnight [riber Nacht].,, -- 'p. 85
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105 See "Several Theses" written by Lenin and published
in the
newspaper Sotsial-Demokrat (CollectedWorks, Vol. 21, pp. 401-04).
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108 The reference is to the draft of a new Party programme
on which
Lenin began to work in 1917.
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10s !(rhat is
meant here is Engels's article '(On Authority,, (see Marx,
Engels, Selected Works,Yol. 2, Moscol, 1969, pp. 376jq.'
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See

Marx/EngelsrWerhe, Bd.2l, Berlin, 1962, S. lZ8.

"A Critique of the Draft Social-Democratic'
1' See Frederick Engels,
gf 1891" (Marx, Engels, Selected lVorks, Vol. 3, Moscow,
Egg..-ogg
1970, p. 43L).
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1r2 The second synopsis of Chapter III was drawn- up. QV L:nin
apparently while vnitiig the book. The numbers-on the -right of the
t6it indicite the pages o'f the manuscript of The State and Reoolutionp.92

l1s See Engels's letter to A. Bebel of March 18-28, 1875
Engels, Seleited Works, Vol. 3, Moscow, 1970'p.34).
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At the opening session of the Pre-parliament on October 7 (20)
p.95
the Bolsheviks read their declaration and walked out.
7t7 The numbers on the right of the text indicate the pages of the
p. 96
rnanuscript of The State and Reaolution.
118 Notes on N. I. Bukhain's Art'icle
"On the Theory of the Imperialist
State" were written by Lenin not later than August 1916 and first
published in L932. As is known from Lenin's correspondence with
Bukharin and Zinoviev, Bukharin intended to publish his article
in Sborni,k "Sotsial-Demokrata" but the ed.itors rejected it because of

its erroneous, anti-Marxist views on the state and the dictatorship of the
proletariat.
p. 100

lls The reference is to Loria's book Zes bases 4conomiques de la
constitution sociale, Paris, 1903, to which Bukharin refers in this passage

of his

article.
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r20 Lenin indicates the pages of the manuscript of Bukharin's article

115 The reference is
IJnity Congress of the
"the creative activity
Narodnik terrninology.
ptl/.iet Report on the Uni
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on the left of the text.
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12t Lenin checks the text ofthe quotations cited by Bukharin from

Engels's The Origin of the Family, Priztate Property and the State witln
the sixth German edition of this book. For the passages indicated, see
Marx, Engels, SelectedWorks, Vol.3, 1970, pp.326,327,328. p. i00

r22 The reference is to a passage from Engels's article "On Authority"
(see Marx, Engels, Selected Works, Yol. 2, Moscow, 1969, p, 379).
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72s Frederick Engels, Anti-Diihring, Moscow, 7962, pp. 384-85.
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116 The reference is

724 Remarks on
published over t

to the All'Russia

Democratic Conference held in

e"The Imperialist
bene

in No. 6 of

apparently made
natio'ltale for De
mediately after the newspaper appeared. In this article) Bukharin develws on the question of
n the Theory of the
the editors of Sbornik

to Bukharin:
(Let your thoughts about the state ?nature'r" written
Lenin wrote. "He,
however, without letting them mature, dashed into the press, as 'Nota
bene', and did so in such a way that, instead of exposing the Kautskyites, he helped tbern by his mistakes!!" (See p.25 of this book.)
Having received on December 5 (18), 1916 No. 25 of the journal
Arbeiterpolitik for December 9, 19L6, in which the same article was
alterations, Lenin again looked through his
end- Int ernational e the passages *".":r:d;
. Jug
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Nadezhda Krupskaya, A. Pannekoek,

K. Radek, Y. Steklov' p.lO2

NAME INDEX

e" was
,19tr6,
to the
in the

Bakunin, M.

A. (1814-1876) found-

Social-Democracy in the
1890s
early 1900s.
- 6, 23,and
27, 32, 34-35, 84,

Rus sian revolutionary,

er and ideologist of anarchism. Lived abroad from
1840. Took part in the
1848-49 revolution in Ger-

!27 The reference is to Marx's article "Kritische Randglossen zu dem
Artikel 'Der l(cinig von Preussen und die Sozialreform. Von einem
Preussen"' (see Ma:rx/Engels, Werke' Bd. 1, Berlin, 1969rS.

392-4A9^)P. 109

128 Marx, Engels, Selected Works,Yol.2, Moscow, 1969, pp. 375-79.
P. 109

t

1rg

t

See

Karl Man<, "Der politische Indifferentismus" (Marx/Engels-,
p. 109
299-304).

Beer, Max

il

r
!

(b.

-

6126

of the opportunist
wing of German Socialleader

not understand the world
historical role of the proletariat, opposed the idea
of a workers' independent
political party; defended
the doctrine of holding the
workers back from political

Democracy and the Second

International; ideologist of
revisionism. Published, in
tr896-98, a series

of

articles

entitled "Problems of Socialisrn" in the Neue Zeit.

In these articles, later

issued

as a book entitled The
Premises of Socialism and'the
Tasks of Social-Demouacy,

activities. Karl Marx and Frederick Engels opposed Bakunin's reactionary views. In
1872, Bakunin was expelled
from the International for his

he revised the basic postu-

arxom-

splitting activities.

- 8,34
Bebel, Augu.s, (1840-1913)
prominent leader of German

ting

alist
revolution and the dictatorship of the proletariat, Bernstein declared the struggle
for reforms to. improve the
economic position of the
workers under capitalism the

Social-Democracy and the
international working-class
movement. Founded the
ocial-Democratic Vorkers'

Party of Germany (Eisenachers) with \Tilhelm Lieb-

knecht in 1869; was repeatedly
elected deputy to the Reichs-

main task

of the working-

class movement; proclaimed

tag. Opposed reformism
and revisionism in German

126

German

Bernstein, Eduard (1850-1S32)

ship of the proletafiat; did

S

1864)

historianof socialism.

many. Member of the First
International, opposed Marxism. He denied all forms of
state, including the dictatorJ

lVerke, Bd. 18, Berlin, 1969; S.

98

the opportunist dictum:
"The movement is every127

ttals" (Collected Vorks, Yol'

thine. the final aim is noth-

ins.;--

8, 19, 21,

lO, P. 392).

26,42,45,

48:,51, 54, 76,79-80, 84, 85
Eduard LeoPold
Bis

- Prussian and
esman and diP-

-

Bona1arte, Louis
leon

IIL

LO,

40' 53-54

see NaPo-

-

Bo

of the

n

reSwitzer-

from 1851,
on friendlY

Marx and

Frederick Engels.

-

38

from the Party in 1937.-

of class contradictions, Dan-

26,64, 100-{1, L0447

ton, expressing the interests

of the new bourgeoisie which

Clemmceau, Georges Bmjamin
(1841-1929)
French poli-

had grown rich during the

tician and -statesman, for
many years leader of the
radical party. Headed the
French government in
190H9. Defending the interests of big capital, he
pursued a policy of brutal

revolution, began to vacillate.
In April 1794 Danton and his
closest supporters were ar-

-

27'34

executed.

German philosopher and

views were an eclectic mix-

ture of positivism,

some German Social-Demo-

crats, were criticised by
Engels in his Anti-Dilhring.
Herr Eugen Diihring's Re-

tried to bring about the
collapse of the Soviet Republic by organising an

aolution

"economic blockade". Was
defeated at the presidential

mass

Ernpirio-criticlsrz and some

other works. -:- 6l-62,

Eng els, Fr ederick (1820-1

895).

5, 6,7-9, 12-15, lg, Lg-25,
27, 29, 3235, 3942, 5244,
70, 71, 73, 76, 79,79, gl,
83-86, 97, Bg, Bg, 93, 97,
98, 100,
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Frankel, Leo (1844-1896)

leader of the Hungarian and
French working-class move-

ment; a feweller by pro-

Vent to Germany
in search of
work, and later to Paris,
where he became a leader
of the German 'Workers'
Association in France. In
March 1871, Frankel was
elected a member of the
Paris Commune; he was
a member of its Executive
Committee, and later became
Delegate (Minister) for
fession.

in the

tionists' armies were rapidly
advancing on Paris, Danton
showed great vigour, initiative and determination in
mobilising the people to

defend their revolutionary
fatherland. However, with
tfre intensification of the
revolution and aggravation
128

7L,

79, 81, 83, 101, 103

mittee of Public Safety.
A talented speaker, Danton
was very popula! among the
Erasses. During the trying
days of August-September
1792, wlaen the interven-

work-

Science. Lenin

views in ]ais Materialism and

1920 and retired

in the Girondist government,
Paris deputy to the Convention, member of the Com-

ionarY sered him for
tactics and

in

criticised Diihring's eclectic

he was Minister of Justice

ed a number of secret revolutionary societies. Marx
and Lenin highlY assessed

meta-

physical materialism and
idealism. Dtihring's views,
which were supported by

from the political scene.- 21
Danton, Georges Jacques (L7591794)
by profes- lawyer
sion, leader
of the Great
French Revolution. After the
ovexthrow of the monarchy,

Bla

80

economist, petty-bourgeois
ideologist. His philosophical

ist during the First tU7orld
V'ar. Again became head of
the French government in

in

-

Diihring, Eugen (1833-192L)

repressions against the working ciass. An ardent chauvin-

elections

Re-

volutionary Tribunal and

November 1917, introduced
military dictatorship in the
country; was an inspirer and
organiser of the armed intervention in Soviet Russia;

tvre,

tried by the

rested,

129

1860s

national. In April 1880,
Frankel and his associates

founded the Socialist lVorkers' Party of Hungary. He
took an active part in the
establishment of the Second

Jouhaux, Ldon (L879-7954)

in 1889. - 5, 12
Guesde, Jules (Basile Mathieu)
(1845-1922)
- founder and
leader ofthe French socialist
movement and the Second International. In 1901,
Guesde and his supporters
founded the Socialist Party
of France, which in 1905
merged with the ref,ormist
French Socialist Party to

Vorld Var. -

Kautskg,

Karl (1854-1938) of German Social-

Vorld \Var, he took

ary vanguard of the German

of the
of Germany and leader of the
Communist Party

of

a

Berlin in

brutally

many. works advancing

Ma:xist ideas in politica'i

suppres-

economy, philosophy, histo-

social-chauvinism with inter-

ry and linguistics.

nationalist phrases; advanced

the reactionary theory of

--

-

2l

1864)

geors -so

October Socialist Revolu-

tion, he came out against the

General
man STorkers and was elected

proletarian revolution and
the dictatorship of the proletariat. - 7, L3,22,25--26,
42,50,54, 67-80, 82, 84,

its

President; led the As-

the opportunrsr path. Lassalle and his
socrj2tion _alo_ng

85, 98-99
Kolb, Wilhelm (1870-1918) German Social-Democrat;

part i

extreme opportunist ahd re-

tional

visionist; a social-chauvinist
during the First \7orld War.

of the

- t3,
Loria,-.

-26

Kugelmann, Ludwig (18301902) - German SocialDemocrat;
friend of Karl
Marx; participant in the
1848-49 German revolution; member of the First
International. ln 1862-74,
he corresponded with Manr,
informing him of the state

IIis dialectics, however,
was idealistic. He supported
ance.

-

Heine, Heinrich (1797-1856)

German poet and writer,
one of the greatest revolu-

130

51,52

Lassalle,

ultra-imperialism. After the

21

voted
agarnst war credits on De_
cember 2, l9l4; founder and
leader of the Internationale

1918, he and Rosa Luxemburg headed the revolution-

Internation_

a

Centrist stand, disguising his

Hegel, Georg lVilhelm Friedrich
(1770-I83L)
German
philosopher, objective idealist. Hegel's profound elaboration of dialectics, which
became a theoretical source
of dialectical materialism,
is of great historical import-

of . the Reichstag;

workers. Founder

becarne
a renegade. During the First

French bourgeois govern-

58

of the First

Democracy and the Second

French

constitutional monarchy.

adherents of scientific communism in France; close
friend of Karl Marx and
Frederick Engeis; member

leader

Marxist, he later

cracy, Opposed the Kaiser,s
government during the First
World ufar and was against
the imperialist war. Minber

leader of thb French'and
international working-class
movement; one of the first

51

International, Originally

the ranks of Social-Demo-

Lafargue, Paul (1842-191I)

-

Trade IJnion International;
a chauvinist during the First

Socialist Party. Guesde headed the revolutionary Marxist
wing in the French socialist
movement,
In 1914, when the First
Vorld War broke out, he
took a social-chauvinist stand
and became a member of the

-

published for the first time

and international trade
union movement; Right-wing
leader of the Amsterdam

Congress

ment.

to Kugelmann were
in 1902 in the Neue
Zeit; they were translated
into Russian in 1907 and
published as a book with a
foreword by Lenin.
- g10, g4
letters

reforrnist leader of the French

International and was a deputy chairman at its Inaugural

form the United

of affairs in Germany.Marx,s

tionary poets of the l9th
century, opposed feudalJunker reaction, German
nationalism and philistinism.
His political views were
greatly influenced by his
personal acquaintance and
correspondence with Karl
Marx. - 23

Labour, Industry and Trade.

After the defeat of the Paris
Commune, he emigrated to
London, where he became
a member of the General
Council of the First Inter-

i
Y.

.I

\

Liebknecht,

Ieader

Karl (1871-1919)

of

the' German and

Louis _Napoleon

ill.

so

I(

falsifred

-

see Napoleon

Louis. Philippg (1773-1850)
King of France (1830-48):

vigorously op

tunism

-

sociol'ogist

Mar

international working-class

movement;
Liebknecht.

-1945)

Itali
and

and

was dethroned dirring t(6

t3t

atis-ed,petty property, trying

French revolution of Februarv 1848 and fled to Eng15,28
land.

viks after the Second Con-

find ways to perpetuatl ir.
Proudhon's aim was to "rectiff" capitalism, and not to

gress of the R.S.D.L.P.

qo

-

Marx, Katl

During the years of reaction

and the new revolutionary
upsurge, he contributed to

6, 7-t0,

the

53,57, 6
80, 81, 8

R.S

27-30,3

mok

shevik newspapers Zaezda

98, 109

atd Praada. After the Febru-

scientific. Proudhon rejected
all forms of state, and hoped

to
the Great (1672-1725)' --Peter
sar (1682-1725)'

RussianT
26

46

-

G.V. (1856-1918) --Plekhanott,
the. Russian and

i"ua"t-of

international working-class

ary l9L7 revolution, he took

society of petty proprietors.

LO,24,40,45, 49, 53, 65, 66,

RockeJellers-family of big financial magnates in the U. S.A.

John Davison Rockefeller
(1839-1937), father, set up
the Standard Oil Company, a trust monopolising
the oil industry in the
U.S.A. Today the Rockefel-

I
(iao,4-t+ and 1815;. - tt,

NaDoleon
---'raztl

Suttner, Bertha (1843-L914)

fina
rhe

pacifist.

Down with Arms.

72

Th

79

Ruge, Arnold (1802-1880)

German publicist; Young

a leader of the

Hegelian; bourgeois radical.
Published t}:le Deutsch-Franzdsische

Austrian writer,

Author of the pacifist novel

imp
mestic and foreign policy.-

54

came a member of the
VTsIK (All-Russia Central

79

lers

(Bonaqarte) (\ZOSEmPeior of France

the stand of revolutionary defencism; later sided with the
Bolsheviks. After the October
Socialist Revolution, he be-

establish an anarchistic

Jahrbilcher with

Marx in L844, in

-

877) _
olitician
became

reactionary

governrnent after the fail of

Karl

Paris

(Only the first, double issue
was published). Deputy to
the Frankfurt National As-

peror,

Nota bene -

28

seeBukharin

sembly in 1848; member of
its Left wing. After 1866,

N'L
soviet governnot oDposethe
^- 25,82,85,98
ment:

mune.

he was a national-liberal and
supporter of Bismarck; wrote

in support of
109

l87l)

French revolution-

Paris Commune

-

(1871).

Member of the First'Intei-

national from 1865; founder
and leader of its Paris sections. Member of the Central
Committee of the National
Quard in 1871; during the
Paris Commune member of

M. (1873-1941) professional revolutioriary;
took part in the Social-

Stekloo, Y.

Democratic movement from
1893. Sided with the Bolshe-

t32

9

ary, prominent
leader of the

Germany's

unification under Prussia.

-

Varlin, .Louis Eugine (1839-

133

shot.

-
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